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Black Cotton 2mm 50meter (54yd)
Asst Crystal w/ 7 Tourmalines
Rose Quartz w/ 7 Tourmalines
Ideal for use with necklaces
Created from a single facA beautiful energy pendant
and pendants, this black
eted point of stone or crystal
based on a rose quartz
cotton cord can also be used
with 7 chakra stones down
point with 7 crystal stones
to tie sachets and charms or
the front. Metal decorain a pewter setting. Natural
otherwise work your ritual
tion & stones will vary and
product - color and size of
magic. Buy it in bulk to save
be randomly selected. No
stones & crystal will vary.
money!
cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”. Sold
No cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”

$8.95

FCCB

$18.95

$12.95

J7RTB

$9.95

$18.95

J7PVAR

Black Tourmaline 7 Chakra rough
Selenite 7 Chakra rough
A rough carved stone, Black
This is a piece of Selenite
Tourmaline and topped by
with chakra colored chips
silver tone metal. 7 chakra
along the front. Attractive,
stones trail down the front.
powerful pendant made in
Random stones on each
India.
pendant. No cord. 1 1/2” x
1/2”

J7ROST

7 Chakra Tree of Life copper color
Wear this copper toned pendant or keep it near your
person, re-connect your
soul and awaken your sense
of self, with this encircled
Tree of Life pendant, having
representing leaf’s, of each

$6.95

J7SEL

J7TRELC

Vampire Ankh w/ Skulls
Silvertone w/ Bells
Magnetic Hematite anklet
This highly detailed, heavy
This delightful silvertone
A magnetic hematite anklet
weight, Ankh is decoanklet is bedecked with
with decorative stone and
rated with a central flaming
bells, making it a musical
glass beads on an elastic
sword, the Eyes of Horus
addition to your every step.
cord. Fits most. Color/style
& Ra, skulls and a pentacle.
11”
of beads will vary and is
Has cord. Pewter. 3” x 1
randomly chosen. 4 1/4”
1/2”. Made in USA.

$7.95

JA7803

$6.95

$9.95

JABC

Magnetic Hematite Colored anklet
Square Amber Resin
Angel Ring
A magnetic hematite anklet
This small, beautifully
with decorative stone and
sculpted brass cube contains
glass beads on an elastic
5g of amber resin. Has cord.
cord. Fits most. Color/style
3/8”
of beads will vary and is
randomly chosen. 4 1/4”

$7.95

JAHMC

$29.95

$20.95

JANKL

3” Ankh w/ Athame
2” Athame
The modern vampyre’s
talisman of eternity, incorporating its secret life-blood
blade inside the symbolic
scabbard, engraved with
Egyptian hieroglyphs: The
Eye of Horus (for good

$57.95

JAP221

$6.95

$28.95

JAP871

Arch Angel

JAN203

Working miniature of
C.18th instrument to
measure the direct path of
destiny between specified
heavenly bodies. Has 22”
Chain. Fine English Pewter
& Brass. 2” x 1 1/2”

$50.95

JANKS

The name of the blackhandled, double-edged
ceremonial dagger of Wicca,
one of the four elemental
tools used in magic ritual,
and complementary to the
white-handled ‘boline’.

The seals of the seven planetary angels are depicted
within the enamel; Gabriel
(Moon), Raphael (Mercury),
Haniel (Venus), Michael
(Sun), Hamael (Mars),
Zadkiel (Jupiter) and

$35.95

JAMB

1 1/2” Ankh sterling
Ankh sterling silver 1/2” x 5/8”
Anguistralobe
Enchantingly crafted of
Delicately crafted, this
sterling silver, this pendant
pendant shows the Ankh;
is sculpted into the shape of
the Egyptian symbol of
an Ankh, the Egyptian symeverlasting life. No cord.
bol of everlasting life. No
Sterling Silver. 1/2” x 5/8”
cord. Silver. 1 1/2” x 3/4”

JAHM

JAP188

Engraved along its outer
edge in Enochian script that
reads “Before me, behind
me, to my right and to my
left, I am surrounded by
protection,” No cord. 1 1/4”

$15.95

JARCA

Silvertone w/ Stars & Moons
Ankh With Hieroglyphics
Angel Wing asst (pack of 4)
This marvelous silver toned
Sculpted of lead-free pewSet of 4 Angel wings in an
anklet consists of a delicate
ter, this pendant has been
assorted stone selection,
chain adorned with various
sculpted into the form of an
clear quartz, amethyst, rose
crescent moons, stars and
Egyptian ankh, covered in
quartz & opalite.
celestial shapes. Styles vary.
hieroglyphic designs. Has
Yours chosen at random.
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” x 5/8”.
Brightly Polished Pewter
Made in USA.

$3.95

JASTA

$4.95

JASYM

$27.95

JAWVAR4
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A highly detailed and heavily carved Thor’s Hammer
made from bronze. Has
cord. Bronze. 1 1/4” x 1” x
1/4”

$21.95

JB101

10mm Copper w/ asst stones bracelet
This purchase is for one
copper beaded bracelet,
each with a single tumbled
gemstone bead that varies,
amongst its copper beads,
our choice.

10mm Shungite w/ asst stones bracelet
10mm Shungite with asst
stone beads elastic bracelet.

$11.95

$22.95

JB10COPV

JB10SHU

Flower of Life copper & brass
Hamsa Hand copper & brass
Copper and Brass Celtic Knot
Two toned Flower of Life
Every time you look down
This copper and brass
cuff bracelet with intricate
at this Hamsa Hand bracelet
bracelet features a large
detail in this design. Receive
you will be reminded of
Celtic knot running end to
the benefits of copper while
how protected you really
end, framed by double rows
being reminded through the
are. Two toned detailed
of copper rope work. Brass
Flower of Life, that all life
design offering you the ben& Copper. 3” x 3/4”
and consciousness all arise
efits of copper and may just

$5.95

JB111FL

$5.95

$5.95

JB111H

JB111K

Om Engraved Copper and Brass
Pentagram Engraved Copper
Triquetra Copper and Brass
This brass bracelet is a
Made of copper, this bangle
This brass bracelet displays
beautiful reminder of the
bracelet is elegantly decoa beautiful and simple symperfect sound and universal
rated with the engraving
bol of the triple goddess.
vibration. Brass & Copper.
of Celtic knot work and the
Brass & Copper. 3” x 3/4”
3” x 3/4”
central image of three small
Pentagrams. Copper. 3” x
3/4”

$5.95

JB111O

$5.95

$5.95

JB111P

Triple Moon copper & brass
Tree of Life copper & brass
Thor’s Hammer
Featuring engraved triple
This brass bracelet displays
moons bordered by a triple
a beautiful and simple symrow of delicate copper rope
bol of the Tree of Life. Brass
work this brass bracelet is a
& Copper. 3” x 3/4”
beautiful and simple symbol of the triple goddess.
Brass & Copper 3” x 3/4”

$5.95

JB111TM

$5.95

JB111TOL

Bronze Thor’s Hammer
Triquetra bronze
A solid bronze Thor’s HamA beautiful solid bronze
mer. Has cord. 3/4” x 1”
triquetra from an intricate
Celtic knot. Has cord.
Bronze. 1”

$17.95

JB119

$17.95

JB156

JB111T

A bold and powerful amulet depicting Thor’s hammer
with the traditional raven’s
head. Heavily carved and
highly detailed this bronze
piece. Has cord. Bronze. 1
1/2” x 1 1/2”

$25.95

JB113

Bronze Triquetra Pendant
A solid bronze triquetra
formed of interwoven Celtic
Knotwork. Has cord. 1”

$17.95

JB158

Brigid’s Cross sterling
Bronze Norse Broadsword
Pentagram bronze
A tiny and discreet symbol
A solid bronze Caduceus
A filigree bronze interof Brigid. Has cord. Sterling
formed by twined Norse
woven pentagram with a
Silver. 3/4”.
dragons and a broad sword.
primitive design running
Has cord. Bronze. 2 1/2 x
around the outer circle. Has
1 1/4”
cord. 1”

$19.95
Pentagram Stag

JB1700

$17.95

JB171

$17.95

JB206

Thor’s Hammer bronze
Viking Ship bronze
A solid bronze, double penA wonderful and more simThe image of a mighty Vitacle with a stag’s head laid
ply carved Mjollnir with a
king Longship as it would
on top. Has cord. Bronze. 1”
triquetra on the handle and
have been depicted on a
runes of the Elder Futhark
stone monument to some
on the head. Has cord.
ancient conquest. Has cord.
Bronze. 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”
Bronze. 1”

$17.95

JB211

$23.95

JB293

$19.85

JB299
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Witch’s Broom bronze
Ankh bronze
A small witch’s broom to remind us to sweep away that
which does not serve and
so clear a path to our best
& truest purpose. Has cord.
Bronze. 1 1/4” x 1/4”

$15.95

JB342

A beautiful representation
of the most iconic of all
Egyptian symbols, simply
stunning in its simplicity.
Made in U.S.A.. Has cord.
Bronze. 2” x 3/4”

$29.95

JB415

4mm Obsidian, Mahogany
4mm Petersite
Mahogany Obsidian is a
highly protective stone with
inclusions of Magnetite
or Haematite creating the
mahogany colored patches.
Great for psychic and
energy attacks as well as for

$3.95
Brass Weave

JB4OBSM

$4.95

$4.95

$6.95
Snake bracelet

6mm 7 Chakra

JB549

Perfect beaded chakra
bracelets with 6m small
beads. Consisting of Quartz,
Amethyst, Lapis, Blue
Agate, Green Aventurine,
Yellow Calcite, Carnelian,
Red Jasper.

$5.95

JB6080S

JB4JASD

An adjustable snake bracelet with coils that can made
to fit almost any sized wrist
or even expanded to make
a more slithering looking
bracelet. Cupronickel (an
alloy of Copper, Nickel and

$19.95

JB4PET

Sculpted on a base of brass
this bracelet shows Celtic
knot work woven of brass,
copper and aluminum wire.
Brass, Copper & Aluminum. 2 1/2” x 1/2”

JB401

4mm Jasper, Dragon Blood
Wearing Dragon Blood
Jasper brings you beauty
and joy! This is a stone of
“personal power providing
you with strength, courage,
and purpose to face difficulties. 4mm Dragons Blood

JB4AVEG

Petesite known as the “Tempest Stone” for its essence
of a windy storm within
its brilliant natural beauty.
Just as a storm comes in it
will eventually clear and
make way for the new, this

$7.95

$7.95

JB372

Thor’s Hammer bronze
4mm Aventurine, Green
Thor’s Hammer with
Small powerful beads
Pentacle 1 3/4” charm with
packed with power! Green
Accent Cabochon: Bronze.
Aventurine makes a wonPendant is 1 3/4” and
derful healing stone with
comes on a Legend Card
benefits for the lungs, liver,
with a 33” long cord.
sinuses, and heart. Chakra
healing and balancing with

$19.95

Cinnabar Rose & Onyx bracelet
These double row bracelets
combine the beauty of genuine onyx stones with carved
cinnabar beads. Cinnabar is
the name given to the rich
red color of the beads.

JB67CHA

6mm Amethyst, Lapis, Blk Tourmaline
6mm Amethyst, Peridot, Qtz
6mm 7 Chakra/ Tassel
You wont want to take of
This is a powerful Trio of
Great chakra crystal bracelet
this trio of power. Feel the
healing. Peridot assisting in
with stones representing
benefits of all 3 powerjoy, and happiness, while
each chakra. Stone consist
house stones on one piece.
Amethyst will keep your
of Amethyst, Blue Onyx,
Good for grounding, throat
emotions balance. Simple
Blue Lace Agate, Green
chakra, and calming.
beaded bracelet that packs a
Aventurine, Yellow Onyx,
powerful punch.
Carnelian, and Red Jasper.

$8.95

JB6AMEL

$16.95

JB6AMEP

$7.95

JB6CHAT

6mm Larvikite, Angelite, Qtz
6-8mm Morganite
6mm Peridot/ Quartz Butterfly Bracelet
The angels will be around
Morganite crystal is the
6mm Peridot with Quartz
you wearing this simple yet
crystal of divine love. Its
and a Butterfly charm elaspowerful bracelet. Larvikite
soft, sweet pink energy
tic bracelet.
keeps your energy clean
attunes to your heart and
both physically and your
heart chakra acting as a
etherical body.
catalyst for moving forward
in peace. Great for relieving

$8.95

JB6LARA

$14.95

JB6MOR

6mm Turquoise, Lapis, Qtz
Bridget’s Cross sterling silver
You will be connected to
This beautiful pendant
the goddesses and be able
celebrates Brigid, the Irish
to open your third eye to
Goddess of Hearth, Home
higher wisdom wearing this
& Smith. No cord. Sterling
powerful combo. Simple yet
Silver. 3/4” x 3/4”.
powerful bracelet to add to
your collection.

$9.95

JB6TOUL

$6.95

JB700

$22.95

JB6PERB

Dragon Slave W/ ring
A powerful Dragon totem
piece with swirling, fighting
dragons on the bracelet, a
dragon curled around the
ring and Celtic knot work
decorating the bracelet, ring
and chain decoration. Fully

$23.95

JB783
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7 Chakra stone bracelet
7 Chakra bracelet
7mm Petersite
7 Chakra stone bracelet. AdKeep your chakras clear and
justable links and a spring
balanced while you ground
clasp. Exact stones will vary
yourself wearing this bracein color, pattern & size from
let. The lava stones in this
picture. 9”
can be used with essential
oils.

$7.95

$8.95

JB7C

JB7CHA

Petesite known as the “Tempest Stone” for its essence
of a windy storm within
its brilliant natural beauty.
Just as a storm comes in it
will eventually clear and
make way for the new, this

$9.95

JB7PET

8mm Hematite bracelet
8mm Tiger Eye bracelet
8mm Amazonite/ Quartz Coin
Hematite offers the ability
Tiger Eye is a remarkable
Ching coin hangs from this
to assist you in grounding,
ally for the mind, balancAmazonite and Quartz
balancing, centering, clearing emotional extremes,
bracelet with its magical
ing energy, as well as help
allowing scattered thoughts
abilities to predict the futo keep you calm. This 8mm
and feelings come together,
ture. Wear this pretty piece
bracelet has weight and you
bring, focus, and stability.
especially when needing to
feel its powerful energies.
Just some of the benefits of
clear electromagnetic pollu-

$12.95

8mm Amazonite/ Quartz Heart
Amazonite and quartz
beads, spaced by faceted
pieces are accented by a
pewter heart. This bracelet
is strung on elastic cord.
One size fits most.

$8.95

JB8AMAH

8mm Amethyst/ Hematite Pentagram
Amethyst and hematite
beads spaced by clear
faceted pieces on a stretch
elastic as well as a pewter
woven pentacle. One size
fits most.

$8.95

$12.95

JB810HE

JB8AMEP

8mm Amethyst

JB810TE

$11.95

JB8AQUL

$5.95

JB8AVEH

JB8AMAC

8mm Amethyst/ Quartz Flower of Life
Amethyst is&nbsp;known
This flower of life is said
as the stone of the mind and
to contain secrets of the
brings about calmness and
universe and all living
clarity where there maybe
things. Combined with the
anxiety and confusion. A
amethyst and quartz it will
good stone for spiritual and
aid in calming, balance, selfpsychic work with its healcontrol, promote healing,

$8.95

JB8AME

8mm Angelite/ Quartz Angel
Amazonite and quartz
beads, spaced by faceted
pieces are accented by a
pewter heart. This bracelet
is strung on elastic cord.
One size fits most.

$11.95

JB8ANGA

8mm Aquamarine/ Lava
8mm Astrophylite
Wear this beaded aquaAstrophyllite shows you
marine, lava bracelet for
your true self while infusin style, for fragrance, or
ing your system with light.
aroma therapy, Place one to
It is believed to activate
two drops of your favorite
a soul connection bringoils, or scents, on the lava
ing honesty, fidelity, and
ball inside the fragrance
intimacy into a connection.
8mm Aventurine/ Black Onyx Heart
Polished stones aventurine
and black onyx spaced by
clear faceted pieces on a
stretch elastic as well as a
pewter heart. One size fits
most.

$8.95

$13.95

JB8AST

$7.95

JB8AMEF

8mm Angelite/ RMS Angel
With the combination of
Angelite and Rainbow
Moon stone your feel a
sense of peace and compassion along with loving
white healing energy. Angels will be near you wear-

$18.95

JB8ANMA

8mm Green Aventurine/ Celtic
Celtic knots hold the
symbol of the cross and is
the symbol of the seven creations. Paired with Aventurine and Quartz this will aid
you in balance, tranquility,
stability, and keeping your

$4.95

JB8AVEC

8mm Aventurine/ Hematite Triquetra
8mm Bamboo Leaf Tassel
Aventurine and hematite
Bamboo Jasper is visually
beads spaced by clear
stunning and each bracelet
faceted pieces on a stretch
has a wide variety of eye
elastic as well as a pewter
catching colors. Strong healtriquetra. One size fits most.
ing and grounding energy
that will be great for your
root chakra.

$4.95

JB8AVET

$9.95

JB8BAMT

8mm Dragon Bloodstone/ Dragon
8mm Black onyx (natural agate dyed)
8mm Carnelian/ Black Onyx Buddha
Dragons are an essential
A simple power stone
This carnelian and black
part of folklore and are
bracelet strung on a durable
onyx bracelet is highlighted
identified with excellence,
elastic band for a one size
with faceted pieces. Black
success, and affluence.
fits most bracelet. Black
onyx is a natural agate
Combined with Bloodstone
Onyx (natural agate dyed).
dyed. It is accented with a
and quartz this powerful
1/4” beads - unstretched
Buddha. Elastic cord. One
bracelet will aid in courage,
bracelet - 2 1/2”.
size fits most.

$8.95

JB8BLOD

$3.95

JB8BO

$4.95

JB8CARB
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8mm Carnelian/ Rutilated Ganesha
8mm Chakra/ Flower of Life
8mm Chakra/ Hematite
This carnelian and rutilated
Keep your chakras clear and
Keep your chakras clean
quartz bracelet is highopen wearing this Flower of
and open while wearing
lighted with faceted pieces.
Life bracelet. Beads include
this grounding bracelet.
Quartz can run clear to
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise,
Powerful bracelet that you
milky. It is accented with
Green Aventurine, Yellow
will feel the amazing bena pewter elephant. Elastic
Calcite, Carnelian, Red
efits from.
cord. One size fits most.
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded

$6.95

JB8CARG

8mm Chakra Pentagrams
6 1/2” elastic bracelet with
8mm beads and Pentagram
charms.

$5.95

JB8CHAP

8mm Chrysoprase
Chrysoprase in its bright
brilliant green tones, is
packed with amazing
energy. Chrysoprase helps
with mental fog, anxiety,
depression, fear and it is
helpful for self acceptance,

$15.95

JB8CHR

$13.95

$13.95

$8.95

JB8COPV

$10.95

JB8DENT

8mm Garnet

JB8EVIH

A simple power stone
bracelet strung on a
durable elastic band for a
one size fits most bracelet.
Garnet.1/4” beads - unstretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

$5.95

JB8GAR

JB8CHAH

JB8CHAT

8mm Chrysocolla/ Quartz Dragonfly
8mm Chrysoprase/ Lava Green Man
Find the deeper mean in
Greenman represents
life with this Dragonfly
rebirth and the cycle of
charmed bracelet. Made
growth. Combine the powwith, Dyed Chrysocolla
ers of Green Man with the
and Clear Quartz, 8mm
benefits of Chrysoprase and
round beads, accented with
you will be on your path of
lovely pewter crystal facets.
renewal. Chrysoprase will

$7.95

$13.95

$12.95

JB8CHRD

JB8CHRG

8mm Dendric Agate
Dendric Agate brings
abundance and fullness to
all areas of your life and it
is a stabilizing and strengthening stone. Helps you
with patients and provides
a peaceful environment.

$7.95

JB8DBL

JB8DENA

8mm Dumortierite
8mm Epidote W/ Pyrite
Wear this beautiful DumThe combination of these
mortierite bracelet when
two powerhouses with Pyyou are in need of parite offering the protective
tience, to bring order to
masculine energy, strengthchaos. Deep rich blue tones
ening of willpower and
revealing different designs
mind, abundance. Epidote
within each bead. Enhances
brings its amazing abilities

$12.95

$6.95

$7.95

JB8DUM

8mm Evil Eye/ Quartz Fatima Hand
8mm Fluorite/ Amethyst Stone Goddess
This evil eye and quartz
This fluorite and amethyst
bracelet is highlighted with
stone bracelet is unique as
faceted pieces. Quartz can
fluorite colors vary. It is
run clear to milky. It is achighlighted with faceted
cented with a Fatima Hand.
pieces and accented with
Elastic cord. One size fits
a pewter goddess. Elastic
most.
cord. One size fits most.

$7.95

$13.95

JB8CHAS

8mm Copper w/ asst stones bracelet
8mm Dragon Bloodstone/Prehnite Leaf
8mm Copper w/ asst stones
This is a beautiful Bloodbracelet, sold separately,
stone bracelet which
our choice.
will aid you in courage,
strength, support, stimulation. Complete with a
charm symbolizing the
Prehnite Leaf.
8mm Dendric Agate Tassel
Wear your self confidence
on your wrist with this
beautiful Dendric Agate
bracelet. If you are in need
of support while working on issues than look no
more.

$4.95

JB8CHAF

8mm Chakra/Shungite
8mm Chakra/ Tree of Life
Keeping your chakras balKeep your chakras clear and
anced is easy with this atopen wearing this Tree of
tractive bracelet. In addition
Life bracelet. Beads include
to the rainbow of stones this
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise,
bracelet will provide the
Green Aventurine, Yellow
healing benefits of Shungite.
Calcite, Carnelian, Red
A great stone for focusing
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded

JB8FLOG

8mm Fluorite

JB8EPI

A simple power stone
bracelet strung on a durable
elastic band for a one size
fits most bracelet. Fluorite.
1/4” beads - unstretched
bracelet - 2 1/2”

$6.95

JB8FLUR

8mm Garnet/ Rose Quartz Heart
8mm Gold Sandstone/ Black Onyx Fish
Love will flow in wearing
This gold sandstone and
this heart opening bracelet.
black onyx bracelet is highGarnet is a sensual stone
lighted with faceted pieces.
that will bring you luck,
(gold sandstone is a synwhile Rose Quartz will send
thetic stone and black onyx
loving energy through you.
is a natural agate dyed). It
8mm beaded bracelet with a
is accented with a pewter

$5.95

JB8GARH

$5.95

JB8GSF
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8mm Hematite (man-made)
8mm Hematite (man-made)/ Amethyst God- 8mm Hemimorphite
A simple power stone
This hematite (man-made)
8mm Hemimorphite beaded
bracelet strung on a durable
and amethyst bracelet is
bracelet with a mix of brilelastic band for a one size
highlighted with faceted
liant blue tones. Hemimorfits most bracelet. Hematite
pieces and accented with
phite brings us its abilities
(man-made).1/4” beads
a pewter goddess. Elastic
to lift emotions, strengthen
- unstretched bracelet - 2
cord. One size fits most.
confidence, balancing mas1/2”
culine/feminine energies,

$4.95

$4.95

JB8HEM

JB8HEMG

8mm Hematite (man-made)/ Sodalite Penta- 8mm Hematite, Rainbow
Hematite (man-made) and
Enjoy the prism of colors
sodalite beads spaced by
bouncing off this bracelet.
clear faceted pieces on a
Rainbow Hematite is not
stretch elastic as well as a
only visually stimulating
pewter woven pentagram.
it helps to absorb negative
One size fits most.
energy and calms in times
of stress or worry. The list

$4.95

$3.95

JB8HEMP

8mm Purple Jade
8mm K2
A simple power stone
bracelet strung on a durable
elastic band for a one size
fits most bracelet. Purple
Jade. 1/4” beads - unstretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

$4.95

$9.95

$5.95

JB8LAPP

8mm Larvikite

JB8K2

Open yourself to the spirit
world and infinite possibilities of the imagination
wearing this power house
of a bracelet. Lapis Lazuli is associated with the
third eye and encourages

$6.95

JB8LABW

8mm Lapis/Quartz Pentagram
This lapis (dyed) and clear
quartz is accented with
pewter pentagram. Elastic
cord. One size fits most.

JB8HEMI

$12.95

JB8HEMY

8mm Labradorite/ RMS Om
Stay grounded to the earth
Labradorite and rainbow
while you travel deep into
moonstone beads spaced
the spirit world with this
by clear faceted pieces on
beautiful bracelet. K2 will
a stretch elastic as well as
balance your earthly experia pewter Om. One size fits
ences and see your future
most.
with new clarity. 8mm K2

$8.95

JB8JP

8mm Blue Labradorite/ Wolf
8mm Lapis
Wolves have highly developed sixth sense as well as
helping you to trust people.
Wearing it in combination
with the Blue Labradorite
and Black Tourmaline will
help aid you in being more

JB8HEMR

$14.95

8mm Hemimorphite/ Quartz Yoga
If regaining your health is
your focus than this combination of Hemimorphite
and quartz may assist you
in this. Everything from
weight loss, pain relief, and
even healing on a cellular

JB8LAP

$8.95

JB8LABO

8mm Lapis/ Rutilated Ganesha
This lapis and rutilated
quarts is highlighted with
amber color faceted pieces
and accented with pewter
elephant. Elastic cord. One
size fits most.

$8.95

JB8LAPG

8mm Lava (dyed color)
Protect yourself in your day
A simple power stone (dyed
to day activities wearing
color) bracelet strung on a
Larvikite. Negative energy
durable elastic band for a
will have a hard time getone size fits most bracelet.
ting through when this is
Lava. 1/4” chunky lava
on your wrist. Simple yet
beads that are all shaped
powerful bracelet.
differently. - unstretched

$2.95

JB8LAR

$4.95

JB8LAV

8mm Lava/ Apatite Angel Wing
8mm Lava/ Chakra
8mm Lava/ Chakra Aromatherapy
You just may have your
Wear this bracelet with your
Wear your favorite essential
angels near by while wearfavorite essential oils to help
oil in the heart chamber
ing this bracelet. Apatite is
keep your chakras clear
of this chakra bracelet. Fill
known for inspiration and
and flowing in alignment.
your soul with uncondimotivation. Silver toned anSimple yet powerful piece.
tional love while keeping
gel wing is also a chamber
yourself grounded. Detailed
so that you may where your
oil chamber that opens to

$9.95

JB8LAVA

$4.95

JB8LAVC

$7.95

JB8LAVCA

8mm Lava/ Kunzite Infinity
8mm Lava/ Rose Qtz Aromatherapy
8mm Lava/ Prehnite Tree
You will feel the power of
This bracelet is filled with
Add your favorite essential
eternity and everlasting
the energy of love! Rose
oil to the ball in this Tree of
love when you combine
Quartz will open your
Life chamber as well as on
your favorite essential oil on
heart chakra up to unconthe lava beads throughout.
this bracelet. Kunzite will
ditional love while lava
Prehnite is said to “heal the
help connect your heart and
keeps you grounded to the
healer” and just may heal
mind while lava will keep
earth. Heart chamber with a
the environment around

$6.95

JB8LAVI

$6.95

JB8LAVRA

$14.95

JB8LAVT
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A simple power bracelet
strung on a durable elastic
band for a one size fits most
bracelet. Syn. Malachite.
1/4” beads - unstretched
bracelet - 2 1/2”

$4.95

$5.95

JB8MAL

8mm Moonstone Tassel
Wear this beauty when it is
inner growth and strength
that is your goal. Moonstone is also said to bring
you good fortune in love
and business.

$11.95

8mm Malachite/ Quartz Celtic Knot
8mm Mookaite Tassel
Synthetic Malachite and
Wearing energy has never
quartz beads, spaced by facbeen this pretty than with
eted pieces are accented by
this Mookaite Tasseled
a pewter Celtic knot. This
bracelet. Mookaite will asbracelet is strung on elastic
sist you in moving forward
cord. One size fits most.
and keep your Solar Plexus
Chakra open and filled with

JB8MOOT

$6.95

JB8OCET

8mm Purple Goldstone/ Amethyst Goddess 8mm Pyrite
This amethyst and purple
goldstone bracelet is highlighted with faceted pieces
and accented with a pewter
goddess. Elastic cord. One
size fits most.

$6.95

JB8PURG

$5.95

JB8PYR

8mm Quartz/ Kunzite Flower of Life
8mm Quartz/ RMS Pearl
Powerful combination of
Take an inward journey
Kunzite and Quartz prowearing this beautiful
vides a multitude of energy
bracelet. Moonstone hold
benefits. Kunzite is pure
our own hidden truths,
in energy and is the stone
are good for protection in
of emotions, connecting
travel, releasing, empathy
the heart and mind, while
and emotional balance.

$12.95
8mm Rhyolite

JB8QZF

JB8MOOKT

$9.95

JB8QZP

JB8OBGF

8mm Opalite/ Kyanite Dolphins
This combination of Opalite
and Kyanite will aid you
in achieving your personal
power, while improving
your self worth. Kyanite
will keep you connected
to source. Three dolphins

$11.95

JB8ONBT

Feel very protected, as
Pyrite has long been valued
as a strong protective stone
that shields the wearer from
negative energy and environmental pollution. Pyrite
enhances strength of the

$8.95

$5.95

JB8MOSGT

8mm Ocean Jasper Tassel
8mm Onyx, Black/ Turquoise
Wear the powers of Ocean
While wearing this combiJasper on your wrist while
nation of Black Onyx and
eliminating negative energy
Turquoise you will feel
throughout your day. Such
protected , grounded, with
a pretty bracelet packed
a sense of calm and wholewith good stuff.
ness. 8mm Black Onyx and
Turquoise stretch bracelet.

$9.95

$9.95

JB8MALC

8mm Moss, Green/ Triquetra
8mm Obsidian/ Quartz Frog
Great, powerful combinaSweet lucky frog charm
tion of Moss Agate and
hangs from this powerful
Quartz with a charm symduo. Obsidian will keep you
bol of the Triquetra hanging
protected against negative
from it. The stone of new
energy, while Quartz is
beginnings that helps attract
known as the master healer.
abundance into your life.
8mm stretch bracelet. From

8mm Quartz

JB8OPAD

A simple power stone
bracelet strung on a
durable elastic band for a
one size fits most bracelet.
Quartz.1/4” beads - unstretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

$6.95

JB8QZ

8mm Rhodonite/ Quartz Heart
Wear this loving bracelet
when you need patience
and balance. This stone
works with heart chakra
to attract love and ground
energies. Combined with
the powerful energies of

$5.95

JB8RHOH

8mm Rainbow Obsidian/ Moon
8mm Rose Quartz
Find your true self wearThis rainbow obsidian and
A simple power stone
ing this powerful Rhyolite
strawberry quartz (syn.)
bracelet strung on a durable
beaded bracelet. Rhyolite
is accented with a pewter
elastic band for a one size
enhances self esteem, self
moon. Elastic cord. One size
fits most bracelet. Rose
worth, it helps us to heal
fits most.
Quartz. 1/4” beads - unold emotional wounds with
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”
inner strength. Comes in

$5.95

JB8RHY

$6.95

JB8ROM

$7.95

JB8RQ

8mm Rose Quartz/ Rhodonite Heart
8mm Rose Qtz/ Strawberry Qtz Lotus
8mm Rose Quartz/ Quartz
This rose quartz and rhodoFeel peace in your heart
Bracelet of rose and clear
nite beaded bracelet is highwhile wearing this calmquartz beads, faceted spaclighted with faceted pieces
ing, heart opening bracelet.
ers, accented with pearl like
and accented by a pewter
Adorned with a simple lobead. Elastic cord. One size
heart. Strung on elastic
tus flower to help keep you
fits most.
cord. Once size fits most.
achieve balance throughout
your day.

$6.95

JB8RQH

$6.95

JB8RQL

$6.95

JB8RQQ
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5mm - 8mm Ruby Zoisite
5mm - 8mm Ruby Zoisite
(natural) elastic bracelet.
Our Choice.

$7.95

8mm Ruby Zoisite/ Black Onyx Dragon
8mm Ruby Zoisite/ Garnet Dragon
This ruby zoisite and black
This ruby zoisite and garnet
onyx bracelet is highlighted
bracelet is highlighted with
with faceted pieces. (Ruby
faceted pieces and with the
zoisite is a dyed stone
wonderful healing pow(syn)). It is accented with a
ers. Ruby zoisite is a dyed
pewter Dragon. Elastic cord.
stone and garnet is a natural
One size fits most.
stone. It is accented with a

$5.95

JB8RUB

8mm Rose Wood/ Turquoise
8mm Selenite
Light weight Rose Wood
Mala bracelet. Used to count
mantras in meditation or as
a tactile tool to keep focus.
8mm with a tuorquoise
bead. Made in Inda.

$6.95
8mm Shungite

Shungite is said to be the
“miracle stone” or “the
stone of life”, known for
its incredible healing and
protection properties. Boost
immune system, balancing
mind and emotions, and

$17.95

8mm Tiger Eye

$5.95

JB8TEO

$8.95

JB8TE

8mm Blue & Yellow Tiger Eye Owl
8mm Tiger Eye/ Quartz Tree of Life
This blue and yellow tiger’s
The tree of life dates back
eye bracelet is highlighted
to ancient times and is the
with faceted pieces. It is
source of life. Wearing this
accented with a pewter owl.
bracelet paired with Tigers
Elastic cord. One size fits
Eye and Quartz will be
most.
able to aid you in diverting
unwanted energy, building

$8.95

$22.95

JB8SEL

JB8SELT

8mm Tiger Eye/ Rutilated Elephant
A quaint charming bracelet,
A quaint charming bracelet,
carrying lots of strength and
carrying lots of strength and
energies, made with, 8mm
energies, made with, 8mm
round beaded Brown Tiger
round beaded Brown Tiger
Eye. Unstretched measureEye and Rutilated Quartz
ment is approximately 2
beads, accented with lovely
1/2”. Beaded on a durable,
pewter crystal facets, and is

$5.95

JB8SHU

JB8RUBD

8mm Selenite/ Qtz/ Copper Tassel
Wear your Selenite benefits
Clear, open, and activate
all day with this simply
your higher chakras with
powerful bracelet. Selenite
this powerful trio. Power
works quickly and effecand beauty come together
tively when it comes to
with this tasseled bracelet.
absorbing energy as well as
unblocking any energy that

$27.95

JB8RWT

$7.95

JB8RUBB

JB8TEE

8mm Tourmaline, Black
Black tourmaline is a must
have when it comes to
grounding and negative
energy issues. Protecting of
all your chakras and is an
effective blocker of negative vibes. It will transform

$10.95

JB8TET

JB8TOUB

8mm Blk Tourmaline Tassel
8mm Turquoise (synthetic)
8mm Turquoise/ Quartz Feather
Don’t leave home with out
A simple power stone
African Turquoise is known
wearing Tourmaline. This
bracelet strung on a durable
to be the stone of evolubracelet is simple and powelastic band for a one size
tion and transformation. A
erful in that it will disinfect
fits most bracelet. Synthetic
single feather is stretched
your soul and keep your
Turquoise. 1/4” beads - unacross the top of this braceenergy clean all day.
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”
let for a powerfully stylish
look.

$13.95
Thunder Torque

Bangles The most classic
form of Dark Age vanity and hard earned battle
trophy, this lordly, iconic
torque bangle must be
that of a Scandinavian or
Saxon pagan noble, won,

$76.95

$3.95

JB8TOUT

JBA107L

Amethyst Peace

A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
amethyst beads with a
Peace charm. One size fits
most thanks to a durable
elastic band. Made from

$12.95

Green FluoriteTree of Life
A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Tree of Life
charm. One size fits most
thanks to a durable elastic
band. Made from natu-

$12.95

$12.95

JBAGFS

JB8TURF

Black Obsidian Butterfly
A simple but powerful power bracelet made from natural cut and polished beads
with a Butterfly charm. One
size fits most thanks to a
durable elastic band. Made
from natural beads - color,

$12.95

JBAAMS

Tiger Eye Sunface
A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Smiling Face
Sun charm. One size fits
most thanks to a durable
elastic band. Made from

JBABTS

$6.95

JB8TUR

Hematite Spiral

JBABOS

A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Spiral charm.
One size fits most thanks
to a durable elastic band.
Made from natural beads

$12.95

JBAHES
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A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Lotus charm.
One size fits most thanks
to a durable elastic band.
Made from natural beads

$12.95

Unakite Cross

JBARQS

Aventurine Power
Chakra Power
Made of 1/4” polished
aventurine spheres and
often worn as a good luck
stone that will attract money and help with emotional
issues. Aventurine beads. 6”

$7.95

JBBAV

A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Celtic Knot
charm. One size fits most
thanks to a durable elastic
band. Made from natural

$12.95

JBAJRS

Rose Quartz Heart
A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Celtic Knot
Heart charm. One size fits
most thanks to a durable
elastic band. Made from

$12.95

Lapis Knot

$12.95

JBALAS

A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Celtic Cross
charm. One size fits most
thanks to a durable elastic
band. Made from natu-

$12.95

New Jade Dragonfly
A simple but powerful
power bracelet made from
natural cut and polished
beads with a Dragonfly
charm. One size fits most
thanks to a durable elastic
band. Made from natu-

JBAUNS

Amethyst Power

JBANJS

Made of 1/4” polished
amethyst spheres and often
worn to help enhance psychic and mental ability this
bracelet is great for ritual
craft. Amethyst beads. 6”

$11.95

JBBAM

Hematite (man-made) Power
A simple but powerful
Made of 1/4” polished hepower bracelet made from
matite (man-made) spheres
natural cut and polished
and often worn to help
beads with a variously
enhance psychic and mental
colored tasseled charm. One
ability this bracelet is great
size fits most thanks to a
for ritual craft. Hematite
durable elastic band. Color,
beads. 6”

$9.95

JBBCHA

$6.95

JBBHE

Rose Quartz Power
Turquoise (synthetic) Power
Tiger Eye Power
Made of 1/4” polished rose
Made of 1/4” polished
Made of 1/4” polished tiger
quartz spheres and often
turquoise spheres and often
eye spheres and often worn
worn to help enhance psyworn to help enhance psyto help enhance psychic and
chic and mental ability this
chic and mental ability this
mental ability this bracelet
bracelet is great for ritual
bracelet is great for ritual
is great for ritual craft. Tiger
craft. Rose Quartz. 6”
craft. Turquoise (synthetic)
Eye beads. 6”
beads. 6”

$7.95
7 Chakra chip

JBBRQ

$8.95

JBBRT

$11.95

JBBTE

Amethyst bracelet
Copper Heavy Twist bracelet
Keep your mind and body
Each of these bracelets is
A simple copper bracelet
balanced while wearing this
a powerful and multi-use
made from heavy copper
attractive chakra bracelet
magical tool. Each can serve
wire twisted and braided
with the rainbow of colors.
its owner in several ways.
together. Copper. 2 1/2” x
As a length of 3 x 3 beads
3/8”
for meditative, ritual or
spell use. As a power brace-

$4.50

JBC7C

$23.95

JBCAME

$6.95

JBCHT

Copper Link bracelet
Copper Cuff bracelet
Amethyst Coexist bracelet
A simple bracelet made of
Coming in various patterns,
Coexist is spelled abstractly
twisted and braided metal.
these copper bracelets dein charm symbols. Moon,
Randomly chosen from
pict woven designs beaupeace sign, Om, pentacle,
varied stock. Copper, Brass.
tifully suited to be worn
goddess, yin yang, and
2 1/2” x 1/2”
by both men and women.
cross, all make up this
Copper. 2 1/2” x 3/8”
affirmation and statement
on this charm bracelet

$6.95

JBCL

$6.95

JBCO

$29.95

JBCOEAM

Green Aventurine Coexist bracelet
Rose Quartz Coexist bracelet
Om copper bracelet
Coexist is spelled abstractly
Coexist is spelled abstractly
The peaceful symbol of
in charm symbols. Moon,
in charm symbols. Moon,
Om adorns this two toned
peace sign, Om, pentacle,
peace sign, Om, pentacle,
copper cuff bracelet. Larger
goddess, yin yang, and
goddess, yin yang, and
Om in the middle of 6
cross, all make up this
cross, all make up this
smaller symbols. Attractive
affirmation and statement
affirmation and statement
powerful bracelet. 2 3/4” at
on this charm bracelet
on this charm bracelet
the widest point of this cuff

$29.95

JBCOEGA

$29.95

JBCOERQ

$8.95

JBCOM
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2 Line Crystal stretch bracelet various
Dragon bracelet pewter
Amethyst bracelet
This double lined stretch
A double dragon headed
A simple and subtle piece
bracelet give the appearance
bracelet, made of pewter. A
of jewelry which can serve
and elegance of a real diacharming twisted rope style
as meditative focus and as
mond bracelet. Fun festive
bracelet adorned by opened
a protective ward without
colors and lot’s of shimmer
mouthed dragons head
calling attention to your
& shine. Variety we choose.
upon either side. 3 1/4”
magical jewelry. Strung on
Handmade In USA.
heavy weight elastic, one

$5.95

JBCRYV

Apatite & Quartz bracelet
A simple and subtle piece
of jewelry which can serve
as meditative focus and as
a protective ward without
calling attention to your
magical jewelry. Strung
on heavy weight elastic,

$9.95
Citrine bracelet

JBGAPAQ

This Citrine bracelet is not
only beautiful it carries
many magical and healing
benefits. Citrine is said to
aid in anchoring and activating the lower chakras,
comfort, aid in personal

$9.95

JBGCIT

Hematite (man-made) bracelet
A simple and understated,
yet elegant and powerful
focus for your energy and
meditations. One size fits
most. Stones vary from
the average 3/8” slightly.
Elastic, Hematite (man-

$5.95

JBGHEM

$16.95

JBDRAD

$7.95

JBGBTO

Fluorite, Rainbow bracelet
A simple and subtle piece
of jewelry which can serve
as meditative focus and as
a protective ward without
calling attention to your
magical jewelry. Strung
on heavy weight elastic,

JBGPER

JBGAME

$4.95

JBGFLUR

$4.95

JBGCAR

Green Aventurine bracelet
A simple and understated,
yet elegant and powerful
focus for your energy and
meditations. One size fits
most. Stones vary from the
average 3/8” slightly. Elastic, Green Aventurine. 3”

$4.95

JBGGA

Labradorite bracelet
Mookaite bracelet
A simple and understated,
Beaded Mookaite along an
yet elegant and powerful
elastic cord. Stones 1/2” at
focus for your energy and
widest point. Bracelet has a
meditations. One size fits
(unstretched) diameter of 2
most. Stones vary from
1/2”. One size fits most.
the average 3/8” slightly.
Elastic, A particularly useful

$4.95

JBGLAB

Peridot w/ asst stones bracelet
Rhodonite bracelet
Peridot Faceted with assortRhodonite is the stone
ed gemstone elastic bracelet,
of patience and balance.
our choice. (Amethyst, Rose
Wear this bracelet to help
Quartz or Clear Quartz).
calm you when you feel
impatient. Attracts love
and grounding energies.
Detoxifying and healing of

$20.95

$4.95

Black Tourmaline bracelet
Carnelian bracelet
A simple one size fits most
A simple and understated,
bracelet made of Black
yet elegant and powerful
Tourmaline with many
focus for your energy and
beads showing inclusions of
meditations. One size fits
White, Blue, Red and Brown
most. Stones vary from the
Tourmaline. Each bracelet
average 3/8” slightly. Elasis a unique work of natural
tic, Carnelian. 3”

$4.95

JBGRHO

$4.95

JBGMOOK

Rainbow Moonstone bracelet
Beaded Rainbow Moonstone along an elastic cord.
One size fits most. Stones
1/2” at widest point.
Bracelet has a unstretched
diameter of 2 1/2”. Sizes
may vary.

$7.95

JBGRMS

Rose Quartz bracelet
Rultilated Qtz, Nuggets & Qtz bracelet
Sodalite bracelet
A simple and subtle piece
Strung on heavy weight
A simple and understated,
of jewelry which can serve
elastic, one size fits most.
yet elegant and powerful
as meditative focus. Strung
Natural stone beads, with
focus for your energy and
on heavy weight elastic, one
their own unique qualities,
meditations. One size fits
size fits most. Natural stone
tones and imperfections
most. Stones vary from the
beads - shape/size will
- shape/sizes will vary.
average 3/8” slightly. Elasvary. Rose Quartz. Bracelet
Quartz Beads approximatetic, Sodalite. 3”

$4.95

JBGRQ

Tiger Eye bracelet
A simple and subtle piece
of jewelry which can serve
as meditative focus and as
a protective ward without
calling attention to your
magical jewelry. Strung on
heavy weight elastic, one

$4.95

JBGTE

$23.95

JBGRQZ

Magnetic Hematite bracelet
Believed to enhance the
speed of the healing
process, these magnetic
hematite bracelets come in
various styles. Natural &
Man made beads. 8”

$7.95

JBHM

$4.95

JBGSOD

Hematite Magnetic w/ Various Beads
A magnetic Hematite bracelet with various beads. A
perfect spiritual aid attracting and holding strength.
Elastic - one size fits most.
2 1/2”

$9.95

JBHMV
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Copper Magnetic bracelet (varied)
Copper Magnetic bracelet heavy
Copper & Leather Magnetic bracelet
Created in the style of
A bracelet formed of solid
One size fits all. It is
ancient copper and bronze
copper braided together
believed that wearing a
cuffs, this magnetic bracelet
and capped with magMagnetic Bracelet can
also features two magnets at
netic ends. Said to help your
reduce pain relieve fatigue,
its ends. Random selection
body’s natural energies flow
improve blood circulation
- comes varied in styles, our
more freely. Slightly adjustand increase energy. This
pick. 2 1/2”
able. 1/4” thick. 2 3/4”
magnet is not being sold as

$6.95
Magnetic Rope

JBMAGB

$6.95

JBMAGH

$9.95

JBMAGL

Pentagram copper magnetic bracelet
Pentagram bracelet pewter
For centuries it has been
Enjoy the healing benefits of
This adjustable pewter
believed that regularly
copper and magnets while
bracelet is adorned with five
wearing a magnetic bracelet
wearing this detailed piece.
pentacles along its face. Easrelieves fatigue, improves
Generic stone sits in the
ily adjusted to fit virtually
blood circulation and
middle of two small silver
any arm a well weighted
reduces joint aches. Colors
toned pentagrams. Great
piece with a fine lustrous
vary. 2 3/4”
detail throughout this two
polish. 1” x 6” x 1/8” thick.

$10.95

JBMN

Thor’s Hammer w/ Bindrune
Bastet choker
Hand-sculpted into Thor’s
Hammer, this pendant has
been inscribed with various
runes of the Elder Futhark
to create a bind rune. Has
18” chain. Fine English
Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”

$38.95

JBP338

$10.95

JBMPEN

Bastet Goddess choker
by Alchemy England.
Extraordinary Design for
Extraordinary Individuals with piercing red eyes
and a silver toned bell
attached to the Bastet’s ear.

$44.95

JBP817

$22.95

JBP202

Amethyst pendulum bracelet
Unique to these bracelets
they may also be used as
a pendulum for various
dowsing and divinatory
tasks. These bracelets are
meant to be wearable tools
and the pendulum bob may

$25.95

JBPAME

Black Onyx pendulum bracelet
Carnelian pendulum bracelet
Chakra pendulum bracelet
Unique to these bracelets
Unique to these bracelets
Each of these Pendulum
they may also be used as
they may also be used as
Bracelets is a powerful and
a pendulum for various
a pendulum for various
multi-use magical tool.
dowsing and divinatory
dowsing and divinatory
Each can serve its owner in
tasks. These bracelets are
tasks. These bracelets are
several ways. As a length
meant to be wearable tools
meant to be wearable tools
of 7 beads for meditative,
and the pendulum bob may
and the pendulum bob may
ritual or spell use. 3/4”

$25.95

JBPBO

$25.95

JBPCAR

$25.95

JBPCHA

Green Aventurine pendulum bracelet
Hematite pendulum bracelet
Lapis pendulum bracelet
Unique to these bracelets
Unique to these bracelets
Each of these Pendulum
they may also be used as
they may also be used as
Bracelets is a powerful and
a pendulum for various
a pendulum for various
multi-use magical tool.
dowsing and divinatory
dowsing and divinatory
Each can serve its owner in
tasks. These bracelets are
tasks. These bracelets are
several ways. As a length of
meant to be wearable tools
meant to be wearable tools
3 x 3 beads for meditative,
and the pendulum bob may
and the pendulum bob may
ritual or spell use. 3/4”

$25.95

JBPGAV

$25.95

JBPHEM

$35.95

JBPLAP

Opalite pendulum bracelet
Quartz pendulum bracelet
Rose Quartz pendulum bracelet
Each of these Pendulum
Each of these Pendulum
Each of these Pendulum
Bracelets is a powerful and
Bracelets is a powerful and
Bracelets is a powerful and
multi-use magical tool. Each
multi-use magical tool. Each
multi-use magical tool.
can serve its owner in severcan serve its owner in severEach can serve its owner in
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3
several ways. As a length of
beads for meditative, ritual
beads for meditative, ritual
3 x 3 beads for meditative,
or spell use. 3/4” Tree of
or spell use. 3/4” Tree of
ritual or spell use. 3/4”

$25.95

JBPOPA

$25.95

JBPQZ

$25.95

JBPRQZ

Tiger’s Eye pendulum bracelet
8mm Heart Chakra (rose quartz)
8mm Healing Chakra (opalite)
Each of these Pendulum
Polished Beads representPolished Gemstones repreBracelets is a powerful and
ing the seven chakras, along
senting the seven chakras,
multi-use magical tool.
with Rose Quartz synthetic,
along with Opalite, 8mm
Each can serve its owner in
8mm round beads, accented
round beads, accented
several ways. As a length of
with delicate crystal facets.
with delicate crystal facets.
3 x 3 beads for meditative,
Unstretched measurement
Unstretched measurement
ritual or spell use. 3/4” Tree
is approximately 2 1/2”.
is approximately 2 1/2”.

$25.95

JBPTE

$10.95

JBS51

$10.95

JBS52
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8mm Crown Chakra (crystal quartz)
8mm Solar Chakra (tiger eye)
Polished Gemstones reprePolished Gemstones representing the seven chakras,
senting the seven chakras,
along with Crystal Quartz,
along with Tiger Eye, 8mm
8mm round beads, accented
round beads, accented
with delicate crystal facets.
with delicate crystal facets.
Unstretched measurement
Unstretched measurement
is approximately 2 1/2”.
is approximately 2 1/2”.

$10.95

JBS53

$10.95

JBS54

8mm Third Eye Chakra (amethyst)
Polished Gemstones representing the seven chakras,
along with Amethyst, 8mm
round beads, accented
with delicate crystal facets.
Unstretched measurement
is approximately 2 1/2”.

$10.95

JBS55

Lava & Buddha Bead bracelet
Buddha Eye Bead bracelet
Chakra gem stones bracelet
8mm round beads, accented
Beautiful detail in this
Aid in keeping your
with one delicate Buddha
bracelet. With each bead
Chakras balanced with this
head. Unstretched measuredepicting an ornate buddha
gemstone bracelet, each of
ment is approximately 2
creating a unique pattern
the Chakras is represented
1/2”. Beaded on a durable,
with an All seeing eye on
with its corresponding
elastic band for, one size fits
the larger bead. The comgemstone. A vital tool in
most. With Velveteen bag
bination of the buddha and
balancing and maintain-

$9.95

JBS56

8mm Mother of Pearl bracelet
Mother of Pearl is not only
a beautiful stone it also
is packed with the gentle
healing power of the sea.
It aids us in balancing our
emotions with its relaxing, calming energy. This

$9.95

JBS64

$8.95

JBS61

$11.95

JBS62

4mm Amethyst stretch
4mm Aventurine stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
made from natural stone
made from natural stone
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a durable
elastic band. Amethyst,
elastic band. Aventurine.
Elastic. Beads - 4mm Beads - 4mm - Bracelet
Bracelet unstretched - 2
unstretched - 2 1/2”
1/2”

$7.95

JBSAM

$7.95

JBSAV

4mm Amazonite stretch
4mm Blue Goldstone stretch
4mm Agate, Blue Lace stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
For a feeling of peace wear
made from natural stone
made from natural stone
this blue lace Agate (dyed
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a durable
agate) beaded bracelet.
elastic band. Amazonite.
elastic band. Blue GoldMade with 4mm with elasBeads - 4mm - Bracelet
stone. Beads - 4mm - Bracetic for stretch.
unstretched - 2 1/2”
let unstretched - 2 1/2”

$7.95

JBSAZ

$7.95

JBSBG

$7.95

JBSBL

4mm Black Obsidian stretch
4mm Jade, Chinese stretch
4mm Dragon’s Blood stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
Help harness wisdom while
Dragon’s Blood is to help
made from natural stone
wearing this Jade bracelet.
bring joy into your life. This
beads strung on a durable
Perfect size beads with
is a 4mm stetch beaded
elastic band. Black Obsidlots of power. 4mm stretch
bracelet.
ian, Elastic. Beads - 4mm
bracelet.
- Bracelet unstretched - 2
1/2”

$7.95

JBSBO

4mm Dalmation stretch
Wear this Dalmatian stone
to help with clarity. 4mm
beads on a stretch bracelet.

$7.95

JBSDS

4mm Gold Sandstone stretch
Pretty sparkles emit from
this Gold Sandstone
bracelet. 4mm beads that
represent eternal life.

$7.95

JBSGS

$7.95

JBSCJ

$7.95

JBSDB

4mm Fluorite stretch
4mm Garnet stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
made from natural stone
made from natural stone
beads strung on a dubeads strung on a durable
rable elastic band. Fluorite.
elastic band. Garnet. Beads Beads - 4mm - Bracelet
4mm - Bracelet unstretched
unstretched - 2 1/2”
- 2 1/2”

$7.95

JBSFL

$7.95

JBSGA

4mm Hematite stretch
Shungite bracelet t/s
A one size fits most bracelet
Famous for its many atmade from natural stone
tributes Shungite stones are
beads strung on a durable
matt to semi gloss high in
elastic band. Hematite.
carbon. Wearing the stone
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet
can cause some carbon to
unstretched - 2 1/2”
rub off which is common.
Some feel that the carbon

$7.95

JBSHE

$12.95

JBSHU
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4mm Indian Agate stretch
4mm Lapis stretch
4mm Labradorite stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
Awaken your magical powmade from natural stone
made from natural stone
ers with this one size fits
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a durable
most, bracelet made from
elastic band. Indian Agelastic band. Lapis. Beads natural stone beads strung
ate, Elastic. Beads - 4mm
4mm - Bracelet unstretched
on a durable elastic band.
- Bracelet unstretched - 2
- 2 1/2”
Lapis. Beads - 4mm - Brace1/2”
let Unstretched - 2 1/2”.

$7.95

JBSIA

$7.95

JBSLA

$7.95

JBSLB

4mm Lava stretch
4mm Mookaite Jasper stretch
4mm Opalite stretch
Lava been is said to bring
A one size fits most bracelet
Perfect bracelet with small
stability as well as its ability
made from natural stone
opalite beads. Simple yet
to absorb your favorite oil
beads strung on a durable
powerful piece that will
scent. Small 4mm beads on
elastic band. Mookaite
aid in communication as
a stretch bracelet.
Jasper, Elastic. Beads - 4mm
well as in removing energy
- Bracelet unstretched - 2
blocks within the chakras &
1/2”
meridians.

$7.95

JBSLV

$7.95

JBSMO

$7.95

JBSOP

4mm Jasper, Picture stretch
4mm Red Jasper stretch
4mm Rhodonite stretch
Picture Jasper brings strong
A one size fits most bracelet
A stone of grace and elhealing when it comes to
made from natural stone
egance, wear the energies
courage and wisdom with
beads strung on a durable
of Rhodonite, with this one
its deep connection to the
elastic band. Red Jasper.
size fits most, bracelet made
earth. Small 4mm beaded
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet
from natural stone beads
stretch bracelet.
unstretched - 2 1/2”
strung on a durable elastic
band. Lapis. Beads - 4mm

$7.95

JBSPJ

$7.95

JBSRJ

$7.95

JBSRO

4mm Rose Quartz stretch
4mm Snowflake Obsidian stretch
4mm Sodalite stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
made from natural stone
made from natural stone
made from natural stone
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a durable
elastic band. Rose Quartz.
elastic band. Snowflake
elastic band. Sodalite, ElasBeads - 4mm - Bracelet
Obsidian, Elastic. Beads tic. Beads - 4mm.
unstretched - 2 1/2”
4mm - Bracelet unstretched
- 2 1/2”

$7.95

JBSRQ

$7.95

JBSSF

$7.95

JBSSO

4mm Tiger Eye stretch
4mm Turquoise (synthetic) stretch
4mm Unakite stretch
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
A one size fits most bracelet
made from natural stone
made from (synthetic) stone
made from natural stone
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a durable
beads strung on a duelastic band. Tiger Eye,
elastic band. Turquoise,
rable elastic band. Unakite.
Elastic. Beads - 4mm Elastic. Beads - 4mm Beads - 4mm - Bracelet
Bracelet unstretched - 2
Bracelet unstretched - 2
unstretched - 2 1/2”
1/2”
1/2”

$7.95

JBSTE

1” assorted Two Tone bracelet
An assortment of Celtic
themed bracelets coming
in a wide variety of metal
tones and patterns. You
bracelet chosen at random.
Once bracelet per item
ordered. Brass, Bronze,

$6.95

JBT21

Tri-Color Magnetic various
Magnetic copper bracelet
with different unique patterns on each. It is believed
that magnets can reduce
pain, relieve fatigue, and
increase energy naturally.
This 3” wide healing tri-

$9.95

JBTRIV

$7.95

JBSTQ

Fluorite bracelet stretch
Elastic tumbled Fluorite
bracelet. One size fits most.

$7.95

JBTFLU

Snowflake Obsidian bracelet stretch
Elastic tumbled Snowflake
Obsidian bracelet.

$6.95

JBTSFO

$7.95

JBSUN

New Jade bracelet stretch
Elastic tumbled New Jade
bracelet.

$6.95

JBTJAD

Sodalite bracelet stretch
Elastic tumbled Sodalite
bracelet.

$6.95

JBTSOD
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Tourmaline, Black bracelet stretch
Figaro chain 20”
24” silver plated Brass (12/pk)
You will feel the protecA wonderful chain formed
Silver Plated Brass plated
tion of the black tourmaline
of a Figaro style link patchain necklace, with lobster
when you wear this stretch
tern. Silver Plated Brass. 20”
claw clasp.
bracelet. Great for keeping
your aura free and clear of
yucky negative energies.
Made in India with rectan-

$7.95

JBTTOUB

$14.95

JC20220

$26.95

JC5003

Brown Beaded Bone Choker
24” Black 3mm leather
18” Black 5mm leather
For jewelry or protection,
This fine black leather neckThis fine black leather neckthis lovely choker is made
lace is perfect for supportlace is perfect for supportin the image of those worn
ing your favorite charms,
ing your favorite charms,
by various Native American
pendants, and amulets.
pendants, and amulets.
peoples. Leather, bone hair
Magnetic twist lock clasp
Magnetic twist lock clasp.
beads, metal & glass beads.
very easy to operate even
Black dyed leather. 18”
24” x 1”
when manual dexterity is

$8.95

JCB032

Agate, Lace chip bracelet
Agate Lace Chip bracelet,
chips are strung on an elastic string. Approx. 3 1/8”
loop.

$3.95

JCBAGAL

$3.95

JCB324

Amazonite chip bracelet
Amazonite Chip bracelet,
chips are strung on an elastic string. Approx. 3 1/8”
loop.

$3.95

JCBAMA

Aventurine, Green chip bracelet
Bloodstone chip bracelet
Aventurine Chip bracelet,
Bloodstone Chip bracelet,
chips are strung on an
chips are strung on an elaselastic string. 3 1/8” loop.
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8”
Sizes will vary and one size
loop.
fits most.

$2.95

JCBAVEG

$2.95

JCBBLO

Fluorite chip bracelet
Box Light 24” Chain
Fluorite Chip bracelet, chips
Composed of box-shaped
are strung on an elastic
links this delicate chain is
string. Approx. 3 1/8” loop.
perfect for wearing your
favorite pendant, talisman,
or charm. Sterling Silver.
24” long.

$2.95

JCBFLU

$25.95

JCBL24

$3.95

JCB518

Amethyst chip bracelet
Amethyst Chip bracelet,
chips are strung on an elastic string. Approx. 3 1/8”
loop.

$2.95

JCBAME

Chrysocolla chip bracelet
Chrysocolla Chip bracelet,
chips are strung on an elastic string. Approx. 3 1/8”
loop. Chrysocolla is a stone
of communication devoted
to expression, speech, empowerment and teaching.

$5.95

JCBCHR

Lapis chip bracelet
Dyed Lapis Chip bracelet,
chips are strung on an elastic string. Approx. 3 1/8”
loop.

$4.75

JCBLAP

Obsidian, Black chip bracelet
Quartz chip bracelet
Rose Quartz chip bracelet
Stay grounded and release
Quartz Chip bracelet, chips
Rose Quartz Chip braceany unbalanced energy by
are strung on an elastic
let, chips are strung on an
wearing obsidian. You may
string. Approx. 3 1/8” loop.
elastic string. Approx. 3
also find this stone may
1/8” loop.
stimulate your intuitive
abilities, while keeping you
free of psychic smog. Made

$2.95

JCBOBSB

$2.95

JCBQZ

$3.95

JCBRQ

Sodalite chip bracelet
Celtic Cross Pentagram
Chain Gold Plated 24”
Sodalite Chip bracelet, chips
This necklace displays a
Fashioned in a cobra style,
are strung on an elastic
beautiful Celtic Cross, decothis chain glitters with a
string. Approx. 3 1/8” loop.
rated with Celtic knotwork,
beautiful gold tone that will
overlaid by an interwoven
perfectly accent your favorpentagram. Has cord. 1
ite pendant or amulet. Gold
1/4” x 3/4”
Plated Brass. 24”

$3.50

JCBSOD

$12.95

JCCP4

$1.95

JCHAG
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Chain Silver Plated 24”
Cresent Moon Goddess
A beautiful piece of jewelry
A Goddess figure standing
by itself, this chain is also
upright on a crescent moon
the perfect size for you to
while holding its tips. Has
lace your favorite pendants
cord. Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1
and charms upon it. Silver
1/2”. Made in USA.
Plated Brass. 24”

$1.95

JCHAS

1” Gold Plated coil
A large coil that expands
into a spiraling design that
can be used to hold small
charms. Coil may come already expanded and ready
for use. No cord. Gold
Plated Brass. 1” x 7/8”

$0.95

JCOILG

$8.95

$0.95

JCMG

1” Silver Plated coil
A large coil that expands
into a spiraling design that
can be used to hold small
charms. Coil may come already expanded and ready
for use. No cord. Silver
Plated Brass. 1”

$0.95

1” Copper Plated coil
A large coil that expands
into a spiraling design that
can be used to hold small
charms. Coil may come already expanded and ready
for use. No cord. Copper
Plated Brass. 1”

$0.95

JCOILS

3/4” Gold Plated coil
3/4” Silver Plated coil
Cult of Isis
A medium coil that expands
A medium coil that expands
into a spiraling design that
into a spiraling design that
can be used to hold small
can be used to hold small
charms. Coil may come alcharms. Coil may come already expanded and ready
ready expanded and ready
for use. No cord. Gold
for use. No cord. Silver
Plated Brass. 3/4”.
Plated Brass. 3/4”

$0.95
Cat Sith

Superstition and folklore
pervade the mysterious
black cat. Known in Celtic
mythology as the fairy Cat
Sith, a black cat could be
a witch’s familiar, or may
court many suitors for its

$28.95
24” Figaro chain

JCOIMG

JCP816

$0.95

JCOIMS

24” Box adjustable chain
Sterling Silver Adjustable
Round Box Chain This gorgeous chain is adjustable
due to a stop on the end
of the clasp. Up to 24” if
desired.

$35.95

JCS071

Dragon Claw & Marble Orb
Stainless Steel Figaro Chain.
This pewter pendant feaA perfect chain to go with
tures the wicked talons of
any pendant and 24” in
a dragon’s claw, clutching
total length.
tightly to a colorful marble
ball. Ball style are randomly selected. Has cord.
Pewter & Man Made color-

$18.95

JCS2224

$7.95

JDCC

JCOILC

3/4” Copper Plated coil
A small size coil pendant
that expands into a spiraling design that can be used
to hold small charms. Spiral
coil may come already expanded and ready for use.
No chord. Copper Plated

JCOIMC

Resembling the headpiece
seen atop the head of the
Goddess Isis, this pendant is
perfect for those who revere
and worship her. Has 18”
chain. Fine English Pewter.
1 1/4” x 3/4”

$25.95

JCP233

24” Round adjustable chain
Sterling Silver Adjustable
Round Chain This gorgeous
chain is adjustable due to a
stop on the end of the clasp.
Up to 24” if desired.

$44.95

JCS076

Dragon Paw asst (pack of 6)
Set of 6 Dragon Paw pendants holding assorted orbs.
Each set is prepackaged
with various stones.

$31.95

JDPVAR6

Dragon w/ Clear Quartz Crystal
Abundance (blue goldstone) double termiBliss (black obsidian) double terminated
This dragon is perched atop
Blue Goldstone is in tune
Crystal Energy - Black
a thick quartz crystal to crewith vibrations of new
Obsidian Bliss. Black
ate a fantastic and powerful
beginnings, abundance and
Obsidian is a grounding,
pendant. Has cord. Pewter
balance. This charge encourcentering stone useful for
& Quartz. 2 1/4” x 1”.
ages acceptance of who we
protection against negative
Made in USA.
are, to express authenticity
energies, for releasing old
and no longer deny our
loves, and for strength in

$17.95

JDQ

Calming (white howlite) double terminated
Crystal Energy - White
Howlite, Calming. White
Howlite has the ability to
heal mentally, physically
and emotionally. When
worn the stone will encourage a calming feeling

$8.95

JDTCAL

$8.95

JDTABU

$8.95

JDTBLI

Courage (picture jasper) double terminated Energy (unakite) double terminated
Picture Jasper is the stone
Crystal Energy - Unakite,
of global awareness and a
energy. Unakite is the
powerful stone of protecstone of vision, offering
tion. It encourages ecologicalm but powerful energy
cal awareness and responin contentious conditions.
sibility as well as creativity,
It is a sustaining stone for
visions and courage.
living in the present. It is a

$8.95

JDTCOU

$8.95

JDTENE
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Harmony (adventurine) double terminated
Healing (lapis) double terminated
Love (rose quartz) double terminated
Crystal Energy, Aventurine
Lapis Crystal energy healRose Quartz promotes love,
Harmony. Aventurine is
ing pendant on cord. Lapis
happiness, fidelity and
recommended for courage
is believed to encourage
forgiveness. It encourages
in difficult times, for calmself-awareness, allow selfcompassion, attracts new
ing troubled emotions, and
expression and reveal inner
love, and promotes peaceful
encouraging harmony. Also,
truth, providing qualities
energy.
for productively absorbing
of honesty, compassion and

$8.95

JDTHAR

$9.95

JDTHEC

Protection (indian agate) double terminated Prosperity (tiger eye) double terminated
Crystal Energy - Indian
Crystal energy healing
Agate, Protection. Indian
necklace with Tiger eye
Agate is useful in overcompoint pendant and cord.
ing bitterness anxiety and
Tiger eye is the stone of
stress; for protection against
prosperity and protection,
negative energies and gear;
stabilizing and grounding.
and for finding truthfulness,
When worn it enhances in-

$8.95

JDTPROT

$9.95

JDTPYC

$8.95

JDTLOV

Serenity (rhodonite) double terminated
Rhodonite is the stone of
inner growth, removing
doubt, calming emotional
turmoil and encouraging
forgiveness of self and others. It helps to identify one’s
gifts as useful for loving

$8.95

JDTSER

Spirituality (amethyst) double terminated
Truth (sodalite) double terminated
Well Being (red jasper) double terminated
Wear this crystal penCrystal Energy - Sodalite,
Crystal Energy. Red Jasper
dant for personal growth,
Truth. Sodalite is a great
Well Being. Red Jasper is
energy, color therapy and
stone for creative people
the best stone for nurturing
for its natural beauty. This
by bringing awareness to
energy. It allows purificaamethyst point comes on a
the subconscious mind. The
tion and balance and overall
cord with silver toned hardstone promotes communicawell being. Wearing this
ware. Pendant measures 1
tion, harmony and truth.
stone allows for deeper in-

$10.95

JDTSPI

$8.95

JDTTRU

Amethyst Pentagram earrings
Black Onyx Pentagram earrings
Made to function as minThese earrings will allow
iature beads these earrings
you to focus your enwill allow you to focus your
ergy with your morning or
energy with your mornnightly meditations. Hypo
ing or nightly meditations.
allergenic, surgical steel
Hypo allergenic, surgical
French hooks. Black Onyx,
steel French hooks. AmePewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JECAME

$4.95

JECBON

$8.95

JDTWELB

Fluorite Pentagram earrings
These earrings will allow you to focus your
energy with your morning
or nightly meditations.
Hypo allergenic, surgical
steel French hooks. Fluorite, Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$5.95

JECFLU

Hematite Pentagram earrings
Lapis Pentagram Earrings
Moonstone Pentagram earrings
Made to function as minThese earrings allow you
These earrings will allow
iature beads these earrings
to focus your energy with
you to focus your enwill allow you to focus your
a short meditation. Hypo
ergy with your morning or
energy with your mornallergenic, surgical steel
nightly meditations. Hypo
ing or nightly meditations.
French hooks. Lapis Lazuli,
allergenic, surgical steel
Hypo allergenic, surgical
Pewter. Charms are 3/4”,
French hooks. Moonstone,
steel French hooks. Hemalength is 2”. Made in USA.
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JECHEM

$5.95

JECLAP

Opalite Pentagram earrings
Tiger’s Eye Pentagram earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will alyou to focus your enlow you to focus your
ergy with your morning or
energy with your morning
nightly meditations. Hypo
or nightly meditations.
allergenic, surgical steel
Hypo allergenic, surgical
French hooks. Opalite, Pewsteel French hooks. Tiger’s
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JECOPA

$4.95

JECTE

$5.95

JECMOO

Dream Catcher Earring w/ Turquoise
Styled after Native American dream catchers, these
earrings have a body that
resembles the traditional
web woven to catch bad
dreams. Pewter & Natural
Stone Beads. Colors vary -

$6.95

JED60T

Amazonite dangle earrings
Amethyst dangle earrings
Green Aventurine dangle earrings
Amazonite soothes and
Stay protected and balanced
Your emotions will be
calms you, good for the
wearing the power of Amcalmed and soothed wearaura, heart, nerves, and
ethyst. May also assist with
ing these earrings. Green
stress. Wear these single
change, moving forward,
Aventurine also assists
bead dangle earrings to help
and addictions. 1 1/2”
with motivation, creativity,
you with intuition and to
inspiration, and wards off
dissipate negative energy.
negativity from others. 1

$16.95

JEDAMA

$16.95

JEDAME

$16.95

JEDAVEG
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Carnelian dangle earrings
These pretty Carnelian earrings are great for students
and will assist in studies
and memory. Boosts selfesteem, courage, compassion. 1 1/2”

Hematite dangle earrings
Stay grounded wearing
these Hematite earrings.
Hematite also assist in
strength, courage, car sickness and anxiety. 1 1/2”

$16.95

$16.95

JEDCAR

JEDHEM

Snowflake Obsidian dangle earrings
1” Dragonfly earrings
Wear these powerful dangle
The Dragonfly symbolizes
earrings to help bring you
change, transformation,
peace of mind. Snowflake
adaptability, and selfObsidian also is helpful the
realization. The change
stomach, sinuses, bones,
that is often referred to has
and eyes. These will offer
its source in mental and
protection as well as helpemotional maturity and

$16.95

JEDOBSS

$10.95

JEDRAF

Moonstone dangle earrings
Such a beautiful stone that
is packed with power.
Moonstone is good for wisdom, passion, new beginnings, and creativity. All
around ideal stone.

$16.95

JEDMOO

Rose Quartz dangle earrings
These lovely Rose Quartz
earrings are made with the
stone of unconditional love.
Rose Quartz is like a bubble
bath for your emotions and
may assist with forgiveness,
phobias, and fear. 1 1/2”

$16.95

JEDRQ

Sodalite dangle earrings
Tiger’s Eye dangle earrings
1/2” Thor Hammer earstuds
Sodalite is beautiful and
Wearing these Tiger’s Eye
The intricate skills of the
may assist you with high
earring are beautiful and
Norsemen jewel-smiths
blood pressure, diabetes,
may bring wealth, strength,
are invoked here with the
insomnia. Sodalite is know
and courage to the wearer.
precision, miniature Thor’s
to help with peception,
Great for new beginnings,
hammer. A pair of pewter
endurance, self-esteem, and
intuition and fear. 1 1/2”
ear studs of Thor’s hamfears. 1 1/2”
mers engraved in tradi-

$16.95

JEDSOD

Amethyst Goddess earrings
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy
with a short meditation
or ritual and the gentle
swaying of the earrings as
you move through the day
will remind you of your

$4.95

JEGAME

$16.95

JEDTE

$22.95

JEE384

Black Onyx Goddess earrings
Green Aventurine Goddess earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy
you to focus your energy
with a short meditation
with a short meditation and
and the gentle swaying of
the gentle swaying of the
the earrings as you move
earrings. Hypo allergenic,
through the day will remind
surgical steel French hooks.
you of your purpose. Hypo
Green Aventurine, Pewter.

$4.95

JEGBON

$4.95

JEGGAV

Hematite Goddess earrings
Moonstone Goddess earrings
Opalite Goddess earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy
you to focus your energy
you to focus your energy
with a short meditation and
with a short meditation and
with a short meditation and
the gentle swaying of the
the gentle swaying of the
the gentle swaying of the
earrings. Hypo allergenic,
earrings. Hypo allergenic,
earrings. Hypo allergenic,
surgical steel French hooks.
surgical steel French hooks.
surgical steel French hooks.
Hematite, Pewter. Beads
Moonstone, Pewter. Beads
Opalite, Pewter. Beads are

$4.95

JEGHEM

$5.95

JEGMOO

$4.95

JEGOPA

Rose Quartz Goddess earrings
1 1/2” Egill’s Torque
1 3/4” Elven Star
These earrings will allow
The traditional twisted wire
The Wiccan symbol of the
you to focus your energy
torque of Egill the Icelandic
seven pointed star, or septawith a short meditation and
warrior and raider, with
gram, represents the seven
the gentle swaying of the
finials depicting his distincpaths to the higher self in
earrings. Hypo allergenic,
tive longship’s dragon’s
the sacred Faery tradition,
surgical steel French hooks.
head. Unleash the warrior
further empowered here
Rose Quartz, Pewter.
inside you with this Viking
by a pentagram and the

$4.95

JEGRQZ

$35.95

JEP866

Amethyst Triquetra earrings
Black Onyx Triquetra
Made to function as minThese earrings will allow
iature beads these earrings
you to focus your enwill allow you to focus your
ergy with your morning or
energy with your mornnightly meditations. Hypo
ing or nightly meditations.
allergenic, surgical steel
Hypo allergenic, surgical
French hooks. Black Onyx,
steel French hooks. AmePewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JERAME

$4.95

JERBON

$38.95

JEP878

Carnelian Triquetra earrings
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Carnelian,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JERCAR
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FluoriteTriquetra
These earrings will allow you to focus your
energy with your morning
or nightly meditations.
Hypo allergenic, surgical
steel French hooks. Fluorite, Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$5.95
Lapis Triquetra

JERFLU

Green Aventurine Triquetra
Hematite Triquetra earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy
you to focus your enwith your morning or nightergy with your morning or
ly meditations. Hypo allernightly meditations. Hypo
genic, surgical steel French
allergenic, surgical steel
hooks. Green Aventurine,
French hooks. Hematite,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JERGAV

Moonstone Triquetra
These earrings will you
These earrings will allow
to focus your energy with
you to focus your ena short meditation and
ergy with your morning or
the gentle swaying of the
nightly meditations. Hypo
earrings. Hypo allergenic,
allergenic, surgical steel
surgical steel French hooks.
French hooks. Moonstone,
Lapis Lazuli, Pewter.
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$5.95

JERLAP

$5.95

JERMOO

Rose Quartz Triquetra earrings
Tiger’s Eye Triquetra earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will alyou to focus your enlow you to focus your
ergy with your morning or
energy with your morning
nightly meditations. Hypo
or nightly meditations.
allergenic, surgical steel
Hypo allergenic, surgical
French hooks. Rose Quartz,
steel French hooks. Tiger’s
Pewter, Surgical Steel.
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JERRQZ

$4.95

JERTE

$4.95

JERHEM

Quartz Triquetra earrings
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Quartz, Pewter, Surgical Steel. Beads

$4.95

JERQZ

1 1/4” Celtic Goddess earrings
Sterling silver Celtic Goddess earrings. Representing
the female deity, Goddesses
are linked with beauty, love,
fertility, creation, while the
Celtic not representing connection to all things.

$21.95

JES254

Unicursal Hexagram earrings
Abalone stud earrings
Moss Agate stud earrings
The Unicursal Hexagram
The beautiful colors of the
Beautiful Reiki infused
is so named because it can
Abalone shell on these Reiki
moss agate gemstone stud
be drawn unicursally (in
infused earring studs. Abaearrings. Made from 100%
one continuous movement).
lone is a stone for seeing the
genuine gemstone beads.
This symbol is worn by Thebeauty in everything. It is
Moss Agate helps with
lemites and is considered a
good for power, femininity,
anxiety, stress, tension and
magical polygon.
relaxing, love and letting
releases trapped emotions,

$23.95

JES333

$12.95

JESABA

$12.95

JESAGAM

Amazonite stud earrings
Amethyst stud earrings
Green Aventurine stud earrings
Amazonite is good for
You may just feel the energy
Green Aventurine is great
the aura and heart, while
of these Amethyst studs
for motivation, leadership,
it soothes and calmes.
helping you stay protected
creativity and inspiration.
Good for stress, creativity,
and balanced as you go
Helps sore muscles, lungs,
nervousness and a troubled
about your day. Amethyst
and heart. Protects, calms
mind. These Reiki infused
helps you with change,
and soothes emotions.
stud earrings are powerful
moving forward, addicThese stud earrings have

$12.95

JESAMA

$12.95

JESAME

Bronzite stud earrings
Carnelian stud earrings
Wear these beautiful Reiki
Carnelian not only is a
infused studs the next time
pretty stone it helps you
you have to make some
with focus, study, and
decisions. Among its many
memory. Relieves laziness,
healing properties, Bronzite
and inspires. Great for live
may assist you with selfperformers! So many great
esteem, confidence, helping
benefits to Carnelian and

$12.95

JESBRO

$12.95

JESCAR

$12.95

JESAVEG

Chrysoprase stud earrings
Chrysoprase is good for
general health and healing.
Helps also with mental fog,
brings self acceptance, anxiety, depression, fear, and
fertility. These Reiki infused
stud earrings are powerful

$12.95

JESCHR

Chrysocolla stud earrings
Citrine stud earrings
Blue goldstone stud earrings
Chrysocolla is good for
The manifesting stone.
Blue goldstone is not only
creativity, revitalizing relaBrings abundance, wealth.
beautiful it has many healtionships, stress, phobias,
Helps study and learning,
ing properties. These 100%
tension, and guilt. These
good for relationships, and
Reiki infused studs may
Reiki infused stud earrings
new beginnings. These stud
just assist you with upliftare powerful and beautiful.
earrings have wonderful
ing and promoting vitality,
100% genuine gemstone
energy! 100% genuine reiki
anxiety, stomach issues, and

$12.95

JESCHRY

$12.95

JESCIT

$12.95

JESGOLB
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Red goldstone stud earrings
Hematite stud earrings
Howlite stud earrings
Gold stone is a manmade
You will feeling the groundSoft yet powerful, these
stone that is made with
ing effects when you
Reiki infused Howlite stud
flecks of copper in it. It is
wear these Hematite stud
earrings. Great for calm
considered the stone of
earrings. Hematite brings
communication, memory,
ambition, courage, and a
strength, love, and courstudy, expression as well as
positive attitude. Gold stone
age and may assist you in
many other ailments. 100%
also helps with stomach
memory, anxiety, and panic
genuine gemstone studs on

$12.95

JESGOLR

$12.95

JESHEM

$12.95

JESHOW

Kambaba Jasper stud earrings
Red Jasper stud earrings
Blue Kyanite stud earrings
Kambaba Jasper brings a
Red Jasper is a fabulous
Kyanite is great for comsense of peace and tranquilgrounding stone. It builds
munication, singing, throat
ity. Balances your energy,
up the immune system to
muscles, nerves. Brings
aids in personal growth,
help prevent illness. It is
calm and tranquility while
calms the mind and lifts
great for new ideas, rebirth,
aligning the chakras. These
your mood when feeling
astral travel and meditation.
stud earrings have wonderdown. These stud earrings
These stud earrings have
ful energy! 100% genuine

$12.95

JESJASK

$12.95

JESJASR

$12.95

JESKYAB

Labradorite stud earrings
Lapis stud earrings
Snowflake obsidian stud earrings
Wear the powers of LabraBeautiful Lapis Lazuli Reiki
Snowflake Obsidian brings
dorite with these stunning
infused stud earrings. Harpeace of mind and helps
stud earrings. Labradorite
ness the energies of Lapis
the stomach, sinuses, veins,
has many magical properwhen you wear these. May
bones and eyesight. Great
ties. It Helps bring inspiraassist in vitality, wisdom,
for meditation, behavior
tion, boost intuition, stabidisorganization, the improblems and loniness. Stay
lizes the aura and enhances
mune system, relaxation,
protecting wearing these

$12.95

JESLAB

$12.95

JESLAP

$12.95

JESOBSS

Black onyx stud earrings
Cherry Quartz stud earrings
Pink Tourmaline Quartz stud earrings
Wear these studs during
Cherry Quartz brings hapPink Tourmaline promotes
difficult times and feel at
piness, peace, and positive
joy, happiness and love.
ease in your surroundenergy. It helps heal emoIt helps soothe emotions,
ings. These Reiki infused
tional wounds, fears, anger,
moods, while bringing passtuds may also assist with
and tension. These stud
sion and opening the heart.
decision making, physical
earrings have wonderful
These stud earrings have
traumas, grief, and worry’s.
energy! 100% genuine reiki
wonderful energy! 100%

$12.95

JESONYB

$12.95

JESQUAC

$12.95

JESQUAP

Smokey Quartz stud earrings
Tourmalated Quartz stud earrings
Rhodonite stud earrings
Smokey Quartz is good for
Tourmalinated Quartz are
Rhodonite boosts and
intuition, vitality, moving
not only beautiful in nature
strengthens memory, helps
forward in life. It helps keep
they help you with problem
arthritis, light sensitivity,
you grounded and is great
solving, behavior patterns,
throat infections, stress
for relaxation, meditation
problem-solving, depresand mental unrest. Powerand dream interpretation.
sion, and fear. These stud
ful studs made with 100%
These stud earrings have
earrings have wonderful
genuine reiki infused stones

$12.95

JESQUAS

$12.95

JESQUAT

$12.95

JESRHO

Rose quartz stud earrings
Sodalite stud earrings
Tigers eye stud earrings
The stone of unconditional
Sodalite helps with high
Bring on the wealth,
love and like a bubble bath
blood pressure, diabetes,
strength, and courage
for the emotions. A must
insomnia and autism. Good
when you wear these Reiki
have stone for love, forgivefor ideas, perception, and
infused stud earrings. Also
ness, phobias, fears, and
endurance. These stud
great for new beginnings,
guilt. 100% genuine reiki
earrings have wonderful
intuition, as well as fears,
infused stones on silver
energy! 100% genuine reiki
worries, depression and

$12.95

JESRQ

$12.95

JESSOD

$12.95

JESTE

African Turquoise stud earrings
Unakite stud earrings
Triquetra Post earring
African Turquoise opens
Unakite helps you accept
These small earrings are
the mind to new ideas and
and move on from past
exquisitely crafted to depict
possibilities. Great for supexperiences and keeps you
the interwoven knots of a
porting change and transin the present moment.
Celtic Triquetra. Post Earformation. The are very
Beautiful Reiki infused stud
rings. Sterling Silver. 1/4”
pretty, powerful studs. May
earrings that are great for
also bring you luck and
pregnancy and fertility.

$12.95

JESTURA

$12.95

JESUNA

$10.95

JET866
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Amethyst Tree of Life earrings
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Amethyst,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

Black Onyx Tree of Life
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Black Onyx,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

JETAME

$4.95

JETGAV

$4.95

JETBON

Green Aventurine Tree of Life
Hematite Tree of Life earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy
you to focus your enwith your morning or nightergy with your morning or
ly meditations. Hypo allernightly meditations. Hypo
genic, surgical steel French
allergenic, surgical steel
hooks. Green Aventurine,
French hooks. Hematite,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

Carnelian Tree of Life earrings
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Carnelian,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

JETCAR

Moonstone Tree of Life
These earrings will allow
you to focus your energy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Moonstone,
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$5.95

JETHEM

JETMOO

Opalite Tree of Life earrings
Quartz Tree of Life earrings
Rose Quartz Tree of Life earrings
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
These earrings will allow
you to focus your enyou to focus your enyou to focus your energy with your morning or
ergy with your morning or
ergy with your morning or
nightly meditations. Hypo
nightly meditations. Hypo
nightly meditations. Hypo
allergenic, surgical steel
allergenic, surgical steel
allergenic, surgical steel
French hooks. Opalite, PewFrench hooks. Quartz, PewFrench hooks. Rose Quartz,
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads
Pewter, Surgical Steel.

$4.95

$4.95
Goddess

JGP845

$4.95

JETQZ

JETRQZ

Good Chi Bone Charms
Good Luck Spell
Bone Charms bearing the
Wear your magic with this
image or forms of Near &
spell pendant. Aid in bringFar Eastern mystic symbols.
ing you good luck “By life,
Image for reference only.
by love, by liberty, all good
One charm per item, our
luck comes to me. 1.25”
choice of charm. 1 1/4-2” x
with inscription of quote
1/4-1”
around the back of pendant.

$1.50

JETTE

Combining the empowering
pentagram of the five elements, (fire, water, earth, air
and spirit), with the three
moon phases of Wicca’s
Triple Goddess, balanced
with a crystal to focus your

$37.95

$4.95

JETOPA

Tigers Eye Tree of Life earrings
These earrings will allow you to focus your
energy with your morning
or nightly meditations.
Hypo allergenic, surgical
steel French hooks. Tiger’s
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel.

Hecate

$15.95

JGOOCB

JGOOLS

Angel Wings harmony ball
Hecate with three faces, she
Harmony bells or Angel
is last of the Titans and a
callers is what these are
renowned Goddess deity.
known as. Feel protected
This amulet has good detail
when you hear the soft,
displaying her torches, key,
soothing chimes this neckand with serpents. She is
lace emits. This set is interpowerful for helping at the
changeable with either the

$14.95

$11.95

JH556

JHBAW

Om harmony ball
Owl harmony ball
Spirals harmony ball
This is an interchangeable
Sweet Owl necklace with
Sweet spirals of this necknecklace with either the
an interchangeable insert.
lace pair perfectly with the
harmony bell for a beautiChoose the lava bead and
soft chime of this harmony
ful sound or a lava disk to
pair it with your favorite
ball insert. Choose to hear
wear your favorite essential
aromatherapy scent or wear
the beautiful angelic sound
oil scent. It is a tradition
it with the harmony bell for
or wear your favorite
in many countries that an
its sweet soft sound while
aromatherapy scent in the

$14.95

JHBOM

$10.95

$12.95

JHBOWL

1” Black Tourmaline heart
Tree of Life harmony ball
1” Citrine heart
This black tourmaline gemThe Tree of Life necklace
stone heart pendant comes
that has two changeable
with a loop for a cord or
options. Comes with a
small chain. Each is unique.
harmony ball that emits a
Sold singly our choice. Size
sweet, soothing, soft angelic
1” - 1 1/4”. Made in Brazil
chime, and a lava bead that
can be paired with your

$10.95

JHBT

$14.95

JHBTOL

JHBSPI

This is citrine gemstone
as a heart pendant. It has
a loop for a cord or small
chain. Colors range from
hint of yellow to darker
amber as well as clear to
translucent. Wonderful

$10.95

JHCIT
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1” Citrine natural heart
1” Graftado heart
3/4” Opalite heart (pk of 24)
This is a natural citrine gemThis gemstone quartz
Pack of 3/4” Opalite heart.
stone heart pendant. It not
“Graftadoz” is rutilated by
factory enhanced by chemigrafite. The clear to dark
cal or heat. It has a loop
stone shows the black streak
for a cord or small chain.
like magical threads. Each
Colors range from hint of
has a unique pattern. Has
yellow clear to darker amloop. Sold singly our choice.

$10.95

$44.95

JHP687

3/4” heart various
These whimsical pendants,
with attached clasp, have
been carved from various
stones into the shape of a
heart. Randomly selected
from available stock. 3/4”.

$2.95

$10.95

JHCITN

2” Helm of Awe Ravenskull
This raven’s skull has been
engraved upon its head
with the Icelandic stave
symbol, ‘Aegishjalmur’, or
‘Helm of Awe’, to imbue
its wearer with mighty
power and to instill fear

JHVAR20

1” Quartz heart

Clear quartz gemstone
hearts are transparent. Real
stone each may show inclusions within the heart. Has
loop. Sold singly our choice.
1” x 1 1/4”. Made in Brazil.

$10.95

$27.95

JHGRA

JHOPA24

1” Rose Quartz heart
Rose quartz is famous for
love and romance. This
pendant comes with a loop
for a cord or small chain.
Each is unique. Sold singly
our choice. Size 1” - 1 1/4”.
Made in Brazil.

$10.95

JHQZ

JHRQ

Inverted Cross sterling
Bronze I Ching Coin
The inverted cross, also
These bronze coins are
known as the Cross of Saint
ornamented with the
Peter, rendered in a simple
traditional symbols of the
and unadorned style. Has
I Ching, and crafted in the
cord. 925 Sterling Silver. 1”
fashion of ancient Chinese
x 5/8”
coins. Items are sold individually. Use in divination

$19.95

$0.95

JIC1797

JICH

Bronze I Ching Dragon & Phoenix Coin
Owl Evil Eye keychain
Elephant Evil Eye keychain
Chinese characters cover
Keep your keys safe on this
Keep your keys safe on this
one face and the image
keychain. Blown glass evil
keychain. Blown glass evil
of a Dragon and Phoenix
eyes watch along with a
eyes watch along with a
circling each other cover the
grand owl. 4 1/2” overall.
bejeweled elephant. 4 1/2”
other. Coins are sold indioverall.
vidually. Bronze. 1 3/4”

$1.50

JICHD

$4.95

$3.95

JK007

$5.95

JKAME

1 3/4” x 2” Dream Catcher journal key chain 1 3/4” x 2” Hamsa Hand journal key chain
A detailed dream catcher
Perfectly detailed Hamsa
is on the cover of this mini
Hand on the cover of this
journal. Complete with
key chain mini journal.
a key chain so you won’t
Keep this close by so you
miss any of those important
don’t miss any of your imthoughts. 1 3/4” X 2” and
portant thoughts. 1 3/4” X
made from tree free organic
2” made in India from tree

$5.95

JKDC

$5.95

$4.95

JK001

Double Evil Eye keychain
Amethyst keychain
Keep your keys safe on this
Amethyst points fitted on
keychain. Evil eyes watch
chain with a split ring for
along with more evil eyes.
your keys make it obvious
When you just had enough
this is your special key. 1
- this keychain stares them
1/4 - 2”
down. 4 1/2” overall.

JKHH

Citrine keychain

JK002

Citrine points fitted on
chain with a split ring for
your keys make it obvious
this is your special key. 1” 1 1/2” (heat treated).

$5.95

JKCIT

1 3/4” x 2” Owl journal key chain
The miniature version of
a regular journal. Owl key
chain journal to keep handy
for all those important
thoughts.

$5.95

JKOWL

Pentagram Key Ring
Clear Quartz keychain
1 3/4” x 2” Triple Moon journal key chain
This is a heavy weight key
Clear Quartz points fitted
The tiny version of our
ring, accented with a pewter
on chain with a split ring for
regular journals on a key
pentagram as a symbol of
your keys make it obvious
chain. Keep this perfect
faith, protection and mystithis is your special key. 1”
little journal close by so you
cism. Made in U.S.A. Pew1 1/2”
don’t forget those importer. 1 1/2”. Made in USA.
tant thoughts. Made in
India from tree free organic

$7.95

JKP

$5.95

JKQZ

$5.95

JKTM
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1 3/4” x 2” Tree of Life journal key chain
Various Stones keychain
Flower locket
Sweet miniature journal on
Key chain measures from
a key chain so you won’t
top most ring to, bottom
forget those important
of chain is approximately
thoughts. This is the perfect
3” L. Each stone is it’s own
small version of a classic
unique, various color, shape
journal. Adorned with the
size, sold individually,
Tree of Life on the cover of
randomly selected.

$5.95

$5.95

JKTREE

JKVAR

Shaped like a flower, this
pewter locket couldn’t be
more perfectly designed.
From its lovely petals you
will experience your favorite scent all day. Has cord. 1
1/4” x 3/4”. Made in USA.

$11.95

JL523

Fairy Scent Locket
Celtic Wolf Scent locket
Celtic Scent Locket
Sculpted into the classical
This pewter locket takes the
Carved with intricate Celtic
image of a graceful fairy,
form of a Wolf, accented
designs both front and back,
this scent locket is a beautiby Celtic design. Apply a
this pewter scent locket will
ful piece of jewelry that alfew drops of your favorite
allow you to experience
lows you to experience your
essential oil to one of the ten
your favorite scent all day.
favorite scent all day. Has
included scent pads. Has
Has cord. 1” x 3/4”. Made
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” x 3/4”.
cord. 1”. Made in USA.
in USA.

$11.95
Lucifer

Featuring of Lucifer with
a reversed pentagram
between his horns, this
pendant is a great way to
show your devotion to the
left hand path. Has cord.
Pewter. 2 1/4” x 2 3/4”.

$7.95

$11.95

JL529

JLUCP

Carnelian Mala

JL559

Carnelian is a wonderful
stone to wear as a healing stone. Stimulating the
sacral chakra and releasing
the energy into the system.
Carnelian may assist you
with increasing physical

$18.95

JM002

$11.95

JL564

Hematite (man-made) japmala
This mala is quite heavy.
The hematite contains a
lot of iron which for some
is grounding an earthly.
Whether using traditionally
or in modern traditions this
has a deep meaningful ap-

$11.95

JM004

Tiger Eye & Black Agate mala
Fluorite & Amethyst mala
Ruby Zoisite & Hematite mala
Browns and gold with the
Soft color tones of vary in
Ruby Zoisite & Hematite
shimmer noted in the tiger
fluorite along with the lavwith metal leaf design
eye gem, make this a unique
ender to purple of the ambeads strung on thick elastic
piece. Tiger Eye & Black
ethyst create a unique look
on this mala. This is a heavy
Agate Buddhist Wheel elasboth attractive for modern
good looking piece for
tic corded mala, 108 beads
secular use yet still effective
prayer or ornamentation.
with tassel. 8mm Round.
for traditional prayer work.
108 beads with tassel. 8mm

$25.95

JM010

$37.95

JM011

$21.95

JM012

Rosewood & Turquoise japmala
Chakra Beads & Lotus mala
Garnet & Rultilated qtz mala
Rosewood beads with
Mala beads have been tradiGarnet offers protection,
turquoise, carnelian, and
tionally used for prayer and
nurturing, love, healing,
metal disc beads create this
meditation and when worn
opens you to deep intuitive
mala. Wood and stone color
may aid in a calmer mind,
guidance. Rutilated quartz,
enhanced for uniformity.
body, and spirit.
is the transformation stone,
Corded wood beads makes
which brings courage, and
a lighter weight strand
grace. Om represents all

$13.95
Ashes Chamber

JM021

$31.95

JM023

$29.95

JM036

Ashes Chamber Celtic Heart
Ashes Chamber Angel Wings
Stainless steel chamber
Stainless steel chamber penStainless steel chamber penpendant used to hold ashes
dant complete with a Celtic
dant complete with angel
but may fit other small
heart. Used to hold ashes
wings. Used to hold ashes
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2”
but may fit other small
but may fit other small
x 1/2” and has a water tight
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2”
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2”
seal.
x 1/2” and has a water tight
x 1/2” and has a water tight
seal. Sizes may vary.
seal. Sizes may vary.

$11.95

JME200

$11.95

JME204

$11.95

JME206

Ashes Chamber Rose
Ashes Chamber Pentagram
Ashes Chamber Star of David
Stainless steel chamber penStainless steel chamber penStainless steel chamber
dant complete with a rose.
dant complete with a rose.
pendant complete with a
Used to hold ashes but may
Used to hold ashes but may
star of David. Used to hold
fit other small keepsake
fit other small keepsake
ashes but may fit other
items in it. Approximately 1
items in it. Approximately 1
small keepsake items in it. 1
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water
tight seal.
tight seal.
tight seal.

$11.95

JME214

$11.95

JME220

$11.95

JME236
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Ashes Chamber Goddess
Ashes Chamber Pentagram
Michael
Stainless steel chamber
Stainless steel chamber
pendant complete with a
pendant complete with a
goddess. Used to hold ashes
pentagram. Used to hold
but may fit other small
ashes but may fit other
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2”
small keepsake items in it. 1
x 1/2” and has a water tight
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water
seal.
tight seal. Sizes may vary.

$11.95
Money Spell

Spell pendant for money.
Wear this pendant and say
“Money is my tool, forever
shall it be always’ drawn to
me. This saying is engraved
on the back of this piece.
1.25” with an aura bead

$15.95
3/8” Pentagram

Midnight Love

1/2” Pentagram

JMS021A

1/2” Heart filigree
1” Sun & Moon
Sterling Silver Heart-Puffed
Filigree Pendant, Charming
and delicate, 12mm - Filigree details in a raised 3-D!

$14.95

JMS023C2

Celtic Oval Garnet necklace
1 1/4” Ankh
Celtic styled knotwork
forms the sides of this
double bailed necklace
with attached chain. Is a
great addition to be worn
anytime. Pendant is 1 1/2”
x 3.8” its widest, with 8” on

$57.95

JMS216G

11/16” Pentagram Moonstone
1” Pentagram
Sterling Silver Pentacle with
Moonstone Pendant The
pentacle is a five pointed
star inside a circle. The five
points represent the five elements; fire, air, water, earth,
and spirit. 18mm diameter

$21.95

JMS241MT

$15.95

JME252

JMIC3

Minnaloushe necklace
A dark and Delphic
Minnaloushe creeps and
romance of the heart; an
stares, lifting his changing
assignation between two
eyes to the changing moon;
strange and exotic creatures
conjured by the poem by
from another place, amoWilliam Butler Yeats’, The
rous beneath the stars in the
Cat and the Moon. In 1890,
night sky. A large pewter
the young Irish poet, mystic

$66.95

JMONS

Sterling Silver Pentacle
Pendant A small but classic
representation of the Pentacle. 3.8” sizes may vary.

$7.95

$11.95

JME240

Inscribed with an Angelic
script and a sigil attributed
to Michael, an inscription
on its back reads “Michael,
Arch Angel be my shield of
protection and guard me.”
No cord. 1 1/4”

Sterling Silver Pentacle
Pendant A classic representation of the Pentacle. 1/2”
sizes may vary.

$10.95

JMS022

Pretty sterling silver Sun &
Moon pendant. Sun represents masculine while the
moon represents feminine.
Wearing the combination
of both will help establish
balance throughout.

$28.95

$51.95

JMP792

JMS085

3/4” Pentagram

JMP879

Sterling Silver Pentacle
Pendant A classic representation of the Pentacle. 3/4”
sizes may vary.

$14.95

JMS022A

7/8” Hamsa filigree
Sterling Silver Hamsa Wide
Filigree Pendant The Hamsa
symbolizes protection from
evil and is also known
as the “Hand of G-D”.....
Some Peace activists for
the Middle East have worn

$15.95

JMS192

11/16” Pentagram Amethyst
The Egyptian symbol of evSterling Silver Pentacle with
erlasting life. This pendant
Amethyst Pendant The
is finely sculpted into the
pentacle is a five pointed
shape of an Ankh, No cord.
star inside a circle. The five
1 ¼ ” to top of bail x just
points represent the five
under 3/8”.
elements; fire, air, water,
earth, and spirit. 18mm di-

$13.95

JMS231

$29.95

JMS241A

Triple Goddess Pentagram Black Onyx
Sterling Silver Pentacle PenThe Triple Goddess is also
dant A classic representaknown as Maiden, Mother,
tion of the Pentacle. 1” sizes
and Crone. It represents the
may vary.
divine life cycle of women.
The Maiden or Waxing
Moon is new beginnings or
birth. The Mother or Full

$23.95

JMS242

$21.95

JMS243BO

Triple Goddess Pentagram Moonstone
11/16” Triple Goddess Pentagram Amethyst 9/16” Triple Goddess Amethyst
The Triple Goddess is also
The Triple Goddess is also
Three phases of the moon,
known as Maiden, Mother,
known as Maiden, Mother,
symbolic of 3 phases of
and Crone. It represents the
and Crone. It represents the
womanhood. Mother Maiddivine life cycle of women.
divine life cycle of women.
en Crone .... Made with
The Maiden or Waxing
The Maiden or Waxing
beautiful Natural Amethyst.
Moon is new beginnings or
Moon is new beginnings or
14.68 mm Wide.
birth. The Mother or Full
birth. The Mother or Full

$21.95

JMS243MT

$21.95

JMS243NA

$26.95

JMS244A
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9/16” Triple Goddess Garnet
9/16” Triple Goddess Moonstone
Tree of Life
Three phases of the moon,
Three phases of the moon,
symbolic of 3 phases of
symbolic of 3 phases of
womanhood. Mother Maidwomanhood. Mother Maiden Crone .... Made with
en Crone .... Made with
beautiful Natural Garnet.
beautiful Natural Moon14.68 mm Wide.
stone. 14.68 mm Wide.

$26.95

$24.95

JMS244G

Tree of Life in Circle Pendant The tree of life is an
ancient symbol that is still
an integral part of most
modern cultures!

$28.95

JMS244MT

JMS272A

3/4” Triquetra, rainbow
1 1/4” 7 Pointed Star Moonstone
1” 7 Pointed Star
The triscal symbol is known
The Star of the 7 Sisters has
The Star of the 7 Sisters has
by several names includseveral names and is found
several names and is found
ing, triquetra, Celtic knot,
in many religions/cultures
in many religions/cultures
and the eternity knot. The
throughout the ancient and
throughout the ancient and
woven knots represent the
modern world. Other commodern world. Other com“threads of life’” according
mon names: The Elven Star,
mon names: The Elven Star,
to Celtic legends. 22.3mm
The Fairy Star, Septagram
The Fairy Star, Septagram

$36.95

$30.95

JMS341RB

$24.95

JMS351MT

JMS353L

3/4” Star Tetrahedron
Mjolnir (Thor’s Hammer)
Buddhist 8 Lucky Symbol
The Star Tetrahedron is two
Wonderfully sculpted of
A lovely charm bracelet,
tetrahedrons combined,
fine English pewter, this
depicting 8 Lucky Buddhist
interlaced and balanced. A
pendant is a wonderful
symbols. Brass with a silver
sacred geometric Metatronic
representation of Mjolnir.
electroplating, measuring
form used for meditation,
Has 20” chain. Fine English
8” in length, with a sturdy
healing and to attune to
Pewter. 1 1/4” x 1 1/2”
lobster clasp.
the Soul. Representing the
Hammer, overall length is

$20.95

$1.95

$29.95

JMS399

Stone Chip necklace various
Stone chips in small corked
bottle. Assorted stones,
sold separately, our choice.

JNCBOT

Chakra necklace

This necklace is comprised
of crystals that best match
each Chakra point. Chakra
is the incredible energy of
the universe that is found
within each of us. In order
to attain and use such ener-

$18.95

$24.95

JMVAP2
Necronomicon

$16.95

JNGOD

$46.95

JNP846

Often called the Sigil of the
Gateway, this pendant has
been worked into a powerful sigil of the Necronomicon. No cord. Pewter. 1”.
Made in USA.

$7.95

JNCHA

Goddess necklace
1 1/2” Lune Noir
Amphora Spell
Wear this necklace made
A dolorous and dark wanup of the word Goddess
ing moon drips the porwritten out in script with
tent of an oppressive and
a goddess charm hanging
melancholy episode. Let the
from the word to remind
power of the moon bestow
yourself and the world of
your attire. A large, smooth
the goddess you are and the
crescent moon in pewter

JNBUD

JNEC

Bottle
These spell oil bottles
include a handmade glass
vial and a silver plated cap
that features a small bail.
Cap must be glued, washer
must be trimmed. No cord.
1 1/4” x 3/4”

$2.95

JOAMP

Cat Ceramic Bottle
Orgone Chakra spiral (set of 3)
Vase Ceramic Bottle
Sleeping cat under the
Set of three orgone penPlain vase ceramic oil
moon is carved into this
dants, each representing the
pendant. Wear your favorite
clay oil bottle. Wear your faChakras colors behind a spispell oil or keep it safe in
vorite oil or keep it safely on
ral design. Helps to aid in
this container. Clay corked
a shelf. Clay corked bottle
balancing and keeping your
bottle made in peru with no
with no cord measuring 2”
Chakras balanced. Circle is
cord measuring 2” x 1 12” of
x 1 12” hire fire ceramic.
1 1/2” Dia. Heart is 1 1/4”
high fire ceramic. Sizes may

$16.95
Bulb Spell Bottle

JOCCAT

$28.95

JOCHA3

$16.95

JOCVAS

1 1/2” Flower of Life Orgone Amethyst,
1 1/2” Gabriel Orgone Moonstone & Quartz
Fill this empty jar with a
Flower of life pendant is
Orgone is a blend of copper
small amount of any mystic
packed with beauty and
and other metals, resin and
liquid or powder you may
power. Combining Amsemi- precious stones It puneed quick access to. Glass,
ethyst which has a calming
rifies the atmosphere, assists
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4”
effect to your energy with
in blocking electromagnetic
x 1/2”. Sizes may vary.
Orgone’s ability to enhance
pollution, and aids healing
all areas of your life. Perfect
practices.

$1.95

JOFLA

$11.95

JOFOL

$10.95

JOGAB
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Heart Spell Bottle
Economy Jar Spell Bottle
Jar Spell Bottle
These heart shaped spell oil
This long, jar-shaped spell
Bring your spell oils and
bottles include a handmade
oil bottle has been designed
sacred waters with you to
glass vial and a silver plated
to allow you to carry your
work magic wherever you
cap that features a small
favorite oils, fragrances, and
go with the aid of this small,
bail. Cap must be glued,
blessed waters around your
jar-shaped spell oil bottle.
washer must be trimmed.
neck. Cork & Bottle only.
No cord. 3/4” x 1/4”.
No cord. 1” x 1/2”
No cord. Glass, cork. 2” x

$1.95

JOHEA

$1.95

JOJAR

$1.95

JOJARS

1” Lava Oil diffuser
1 1/2” Michael Orgone Blue Topaz & Soda- 1 1/2” Raphael Orgone Amethyst & Gr
Let us choose which pretty
Orgonite Pendant with
The Orgonite pendant is
oil diffuser you will receive.
Archangel Michael, the
designed to balance your
All 3 are beautiful with
Archangel of Protection and
energy field. Archangel
great detail. Locket style
blue being his color. Blue
Raphael is one of the seven
opening with a charcoal
Topaz and Sodalite crystals.
archangels who are the pildisk included to hold your
lars of creation.
favorite oil scent with you

$5.95

JOLAV

$10.95

JOMIC

Calavera Skull Bottle
Celtic Knot Raku Bottle
Carved into the image of
This clay spell oil bottle
a Mexican Calavera skull
has been sculpted with the
created in celebration of the
symbol of a Celtic knot, an
Day of the Dead. 2 dram.
age old symbol of eternal
No cord. Clay, cork. 1 1/2”
unity. 2 dram. No cord. 1
x 1”
1/2” x 1 1/4”

$16.95

JORCAL

Hamsa Hand Raku Bottle
Used for protection against
the evil eye in the Middle
East and North Africa, this
spell oil bottle has been
sculpted in the image of a
Hamsa Hand. 2 dram. No
cord. 1 3/4” x 1 3/4”

$16.95

JORHAM

$16.95

JORCEL

$10.95

JORAP

Tree Fairy Raku Bottle
This beautiful spell oil bottle shows a lithesome fairy
sitting within a tree with
flowers blooming and the
full moon rising. Clay. No
cord. 2 dram. 2” x 1 3/4”

$16.95

JORFAI

Paw Raku Bottle
Pentagram Raku Bottle
Amazing little vessel to
A glazed clay bottle ready
hold your favorite spell oils.
for your mystic oil or powPawprint carved into this
der. The glazing is molted
ceramic piece. Wear your
on each bottle and will vary.
favorite oil in this a pendant
2 dram. No cord. Clay,
or keep it safe anywhere.
Cork. 2” x 1 5/8”
Clay corked bottle made in

$16.95

JORPAW

$16.95

JORPEN

Raven Raku Bottle
Tree of Life Bottle
Vase Raku Bottle
Approximately 50x42xThis spell oil bottle depicts
Plain raku bottle high fired
22mm 3-D ceramic raven
the Tree of Life, a symbol of
and glazed giving each one
bottle pendants. Raku-style.
the union between heaven
a unique look. Wear your
Designed with two large
and earth, upon both of
favorite oil in this a pendant
holes for hanging. Should
its faces. Clay. No cord. 2
or keep it safe anywhere.
not be considered food safe
dram. 2” x 1 1/2. sold single
Clay corked bottle made in
or leak proof. Measureunit, color is our choice
Peru with no cord measur-

$16.95

JORRAV

$16.95

JORTRE

$16.95

JORVAS

Wolf Raku Bottle
Tube Spell Bottle
1 1/2” Uriel Orgone Quartz & Citrine
This oil bottle pendant bears
Fill this empty jar with a
This is a stunning Orgone
a wolf and is perfect for
small amount of any mystic
Pendant crafted with
wearing your favorite spell
liquid or powder you may
Natural Citrine and Clear
components. Clay. No cord.
need quick access to. Glass,
Quartz Crystal Chips mixed
2 dram. 2” x 1 3/4”
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4”
with Copper Shavings and
x 1/2” sizes may vary.
encased in orgone (heat
treated).

$16.95

JORWOL

$1.95

JOTUB

$10.95

JOURI

Pentagram pewter
Dragon Claw pewter
Pentagram Moons sterling
The Pentacle is a schematic
A dragon claw grasping an
A simple and unobtrusive
map of the Cosmos. Its five
orb. Find the strength of
pendant showing the triple
points stand where the four
dragons manifesting itself
moon symbol and pentacle;
elements of Earth, Water,
in your work with the aid of
formed of sterling silver
Fire, Air, and the Fifth elethis powerful talisman. Orb
with a back set with enamel.
ment, Consciousness. They
will vary from aura glass
Has cord. Sterling Silver.
also stand for the four direcclear to solid with different
3/4” x 3/8”

$12.95

JP102

$7.95

JP103

$23.95

JP1707
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Pentagram sterling
Rose Cross pewter
Morrigan pewter
A small and delicate
This rose cross is a symbol
The Morrigan The Celtic
appearing interwoven
associated mainly with the
War Goddess Morrigan is
pentacle. Has cord. Sterling
Hermetic Order of the Goldsaid to rule over life, death,
Silver. 3/4”
en Dawn. It contains the
and sexuality. She is said
attributes for the Elements,
to have flown over battlethe Planets, the Hebrew
field in the form of a raven
alphabet Alchemical printo choose who would live

$18.95

$36.95

JP1712

$14.95
Ankh pewter

A simple pewter Ankh. Has
cord. 3/4” x 2”

$12.95

JP524

Pentagram & Moons
The triple moon symbol
of the goddess overlaid on
a pentacle. Various stone
colors - Randomly chosen.
Has cord. Pewter. 1”

$11.95

JP548

Amethyst prayer beads
A length of prayer beads
that can be kept in a pocket
and taken with you as a
meditation tool. 5/8” pentacle and 3/4” Tree of Life.
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made
in USA. Pewter, Amethyst.

$14.95

JPBAME

Malachite prayer beads
A length of prayer beads
that can be kept in a pocket
and taken with you as a
meditating tool. 5/8” pentacle and 3/4” Tree of Life.
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made
in USA. Pewter, Malachite.

$14.95

$13.95

JP203

JPBMAL

Triple Moon

JP543

JPHOW

$4.95
Fairy pewter

JP34

A seated fairy rests thoughtfully, as the wind catches
her hair. A cute delicately
designed pewter pendant.
1”x 1”.

$14.95

JP546

Pentagram Inverted pewter
Amethyst polished
A symbol of a second
A cut, tumbled and poldegree initiate of the craft
ished amethyst point with
to some and a symbol of the
a metal bail attached for
left hand path to others this
stringing on your favorite
beautiful pendant is sure to
chain or cord. The amethyst
turn heads. Has cord. Fine
is natural and inclusions,
Pewter. 1 1/8”
fractures, shape and size

$14.95

JP579

$7.95

JPAME

Chakra prayer beads
A length of prayer beads
that can be kept in a pocket
and taken with you as a
meditation tool. 5/8” pentacle and 3/4” Tree of Life.
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made
in USA. Pewter, Mixed

Citrine prayer beads
A length of prayer beads
that can be kept in a pocket
and taken with you as a
meditation tool. 5/8” pentacle and 3/4” Tree of Life.
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made
in USA. Pewter, Citrine. 8”

$14.95

$18.95

JPBCHA

JPBCIT

Rose Quartz prayer beads
Fluorite, Rainbow polished
A length of prayer beads
Blend all of the multifaceted
that can be kept in a pocket
attributes, properties and
and taken with you as
energies of the many colors
a meditation tool. 5/8”
of fluorite, within this beaupentacle and 3/4” Tree of
tiful Rainbow Polished FluLife. 9 stone beads 5/16”.
orite pendant. With a silver
Made in USA. Pewter, Rose
plated pendant clasp, that

$14.95

JPBRQZ

Howling Wolf Pentagram
Pentacle, sterling
An amulet showing a wolf
This large interwoven penbaying at the sky set against
tacle pendant is a customer
a pentacle. “Call of the wild
favorite, with each of its
in nature and within the
arms slightly overlapping
Craft” Pewter lead free.
the pentacle’s circle. 925
USA made Has cord. 1”
Sterling Silver. No cord.
7/8”

$11.95

JP202

Pewter Pentagram
A simple interwoven
pentacle. Pewter. No cord.
3/4”. Made in USA.

JP2CI

A triple moon pendant
made of pewter. 1” x 1 1/4”

$10.95

$14.95

JP179

Saint Brigid pewter
2-Circle Pentagram
Saint Brigid of kildare is one
Crafted of fine sterling
of the patron saints of Iresilver, this lovely pentacle
land along with St. Patrick
pendant presents an outer
and St. Columba and one
border encircling the first
of the major deities of the
circle, with fine delicate
Celts. She is also known as
lines. Sterling Silver. No
the goddess of the Brigantes
Cord. 1”

$25.95

JPINTL

$8.95

JPFR

Pentacle, sterling
This small interwoven
pentacle provides powerful
imagery as a symbol that
can be used within a great
variety of magical practice.
925 Sterling Silver. No cord.
5/8”

$12.95

JPINTS
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pewter Pentagram
Simple and elegant, this
pendant displays the symbol with clean and uncomplicated lines. Pewter. Has
cord. 1 1/2” Made in USA.

$7.95
Tree Pentagram

$7.95

JPL1

A simple pentagram
overlaid with the Tree of
Life & Plenty, the tree and
pentagram are both framed
by a simple circular border.
No Cord. Pewter. 1”

$11.95

Pewter Pentagram
This is a large unadorned
pentagram, powerful in
its simplicity. Pewter. Has
cord. 1 3/4”. Made in USA.

JPNE02

Planchette

$7.95

JPL2

Technology from the 19th
century seance; a spiritualist’s device for communicating with the dead through
the ‘talking board’, and discovering mysteries on the
other side... ICU! A pewter

$51.95

Upright Pentagram
This large, heavy-weight,
intertwined pentagram is
double-sided, with decorative markings on both sides.
Has cord. 1 3/4” Made in
USA.

JPP766

Petit Ouija

JPLU

Let the dead talk directly
to you, and peep through
a keyhole into the underworld with the eye of the
cat, using the unparalleled
mystical powers of a talking
board. Show your love for

$30.95

JPP860

4 1/4” Pagan Dream Catcher
Strength rune pewter
Protection rune pewter
This traditional style dream
The rune of the wild ox is
Protection The Rune of the
snare has a pentagram
one of strength. Though
shield is not only the rune
woven into its fine web and
now extinct the wild ox was
of self defense. It is also a
supports a sacred cresonce the most powerful
sign of the urge to protect
cent moon, deflecting evil
animal in Europe. Its size
others. He or she who holds
influences, misfortune and
and strength made a powerthe shield takes on the natuphysical harm, averting
ful symbol. Its immense
ral place of defending those

$63.95

JPP873

$12.95

JPR101

$12.95

JPR107

Divine Love Orgone rune pendant
Intuition Orgone rune pendant
Protection Orgone Rune pendant
Special batch of ingredients
Dagaz Orgone rune penThurisaz Thor Rune Reiki
set with the intention of a a
dant is created with the
infused orgone pendant for
loving union, include pink
intention of expanding
protection & polarity. Made
tourmaline, rose quartz,
your intuition. Made with a
with a special batch of powquartz, copper, and love
special collection of beautierful ingredients to balance,
herbal spell mix creates
ful ingredients and infused
repel, block, negative enerone powerful piece. Would
with Reiki to keep you progies, while creating peace

$21.95

JPRDIV

Pentagram Scrying Disk
An impressively detailed
pentagram and rainbow
crystal on one side and a
highly polished half globe
of black onyx on the other.
The perfect way to take
your protective focus and

$43.95
2” White Quartz

JPSDBO

Beautiful 2” white aura
quartz point pendant. You
just may see a multitude of
colors every time the light
hits this calming, clearing
energetic piece.

$10.95

JQWHI

$21.95

JPRINT

$21.95

JPRPRO

Theban Pentagram Scrying Disk
2” Aqua Aura Quartz
This pendant is engraved
By bonding precious metals
with a pentagram & Theban
from the earth onto natural
runes on one side and holds
quartz gives these there
a half globe of Black Onyx
beautiful coloring. You
on the reverse. Pewter,
may be feeling your angels
Onyx. Has cord. 1 1/4”
bringing you peace every
time you where this.

$43.95

JPTHE

$10.95

JQAQU

Triple Goddess ring size 6
Triple Goddess ring size 7
The pearly full moon
The pearly full moon
flanked by the waxing and
flanked by the waxing and
waning crescents symbolwaning crescents symbolize the Triple Goddess of
ize the Triple Goddess of
Wicca; the Maiden, the
Wicca; the Maiden, the
Mother and the Crone. Pale
Mother and the Crone. Pale
blue Swarovski crystals
blue Swarovski crystals

$31.95

JR219L

$31.95

JR219N

Triple Goddess ring size 8.5
Triple Goddess ring size 9.5
Amber Sun Ring Size 10
The pearly full moon
The pearly full moon
The stylized image of a
flanked by the waxing and
flanked by the waxing and
radiant sun, this Sterling Silwaning crescents symbolwaning crescents symbolver ring with a small amber
ize the Triple Goddess of
ize the Triple Goddess of
stone at its center is perfect
Wicca; the Maiden, the
Wicca; the Maiden, the
for any collection. Sterling
Mother and the Crone. Pale
Mother and the Crone. Pale
Silver. Amber. Size 10.
blue Swarovski crystals
blue Swarovski crystals

$31.95

JR219Q

$31.95

JR219T

$26.95

JR30AB10
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Amber Sun Ring Size 5
Amber Sun Ring Size 6
Amber Sun Ring Size 7
The stylized image of a
The stylized image of a
The stylized image of a
radiant sun, this Sterling Silradiant sun, this Sterling Silradiant sun, this Sterling Silver ring with a small amber
ver ring with a small amber
ver ring with a small amber
stone at its center is perfect
stone at its center is perfect
stone at its center is perfect
for any collection. Sterling
for any collection. Sterling
for any collection. Sterling
Silver. Amber. Size 5.
Silver. Amber. Size 6.
Silver. Amber. Size 7.

$26.95

JR30AB5

$26.95

JR30AB6

$26.95

JR30AB7

Amber Sun Ring Size 8
Amber Sun Ring Size 9
6mm Rounded Agate Rings 20/bag
The stylized image of a
The stylized image of a
Used throughout history,
radiant sun, this Sterling Silradiant sun, this Sterling Silthese agate rings are known
ver ring with a small amber
ver ring with a small amber
for providing bravery, vitalstone at its center is perfect
stone at its center is perfect
ity and protection. Colors
for any collection. Sterling
for any collection. Sterling
change with every shipment
Silver. Amber. Size 8.
Silver. Amber. Size 9.
and are sorted by size. Sizes
range from 7 to 10. Selection

$26.95

JR30AB8

$26.95

JR30AB9

$23.95

JRA115

4mm Dome Band size 10 copper
4mm Dome Band size 11 copper
4mm Dome Band size 7 copper
Copper is associated with
Copper is associated with
Copper is associated with
the Goddess Venus and
the Goddess Venus and
the Goddess Venus and
the planet Venus and is
the planet Venus and is
the planet Venus and is
an excellent of conductor
an excellent of conductor
an excellent of conductor
spiritual energy! Copper is
spiritual energy! Copper is
spiritual energy! Copper is
commonly found in jewelry
commonly found in jewelry
commonly found in jewelry
throughout history. Copper
throughout history. Copper
throughout history. Copper

$7.95

JRC04010

$7.95

JRC04011

$7.95

JRC0407

4mm Dome Band size 8 copper
4mm Dome Band size 9 copper
8mm Band size 10 copper
Copper is associated with
Copper is associated with
Copper is associated with
the Goddess Venus and
the Goddess Venus and
the Goddess Venus and
the planet Venus and is
the planet Venus and is
the planet Venus and is
an excellent of conductor
an excellent of conductor
an excellent of conductor
spiritual energy! Copper is
spiritual energy! Copper is
spiritual energy! Copper is
commonly found in jewelry
commonly found in jewelry
commonly found in jewelry
throughout history. Copper
throughout history. Copper
throughout history. Copper

$7.95

JRC0408

$7.95

JRC0409

$11.95

JRC080E10

8mm Band size 6 copper
8mm Band size 7 copper
8mm Band size 8 copper
Copper is associated with
Copper is associated with
Copper is associated with
the Goddess Venus and
the Goddess Venus and
the Goddess Venus and
the planet Venus and is
the planet Venus and is
the planet Venus and is
an excellent of conductor
an excellent of conductor
an excellent of conductor
spiritual energy! Copper is
spiritual energy! Copper is
spiritual energy! Copper is
commonly found in jewelry
commonly found in jewelry
commonly found in jewelry
throughout history. Copper
throughout history. Copper
throughout history. Copper

$11.95

JRC080E6

$11.95

JRC080E7

$11.95

JRC080E8

8mm Band size 9 copper
Cettic Knot size 10
Cettic Knot size 5
Copper is associated with
Sterling Silver Celtic Knot
Sterling Silver Celtic Knot
the Goddess Venus and
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic
the planet Venus and is
knot ring. These knots are
knot ring. These knots are
an excellent of conductor
complete loops that have no
complete loops that have no
spiritual energy! Copper is
start or finish and are said
start or finish and are said
commonly found in jewelry
to represent our connection
to represent our connection
throughout history. Copper
to everything,
to everything,

$11.95

JRC080E9

$22.95

JRCK10

$22.95

JRCK5

Cettic Knot size 6
Cettic Knot size 7
Cettic Knot size 8
Sterling Silver Celtic Knot
Sterling Silver Celtic Knot
Sterling Silver Celtic Knot
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic
knot ring. These knots are
knot ring. These knots are
knot ring. These knots are
complete loops that have no
complete loops that have no
complete loops that have no
start or finish and are said
start or finish and are said
start or finish and are said
to represent our connection
to represent our connection
to represent our connection
to everything,
to everything,
to everything,

$22.95

JRCK6

$22.95

JRCK7

$22.95

JRCK8
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Cettic Knot size 9
Ring Dragon adjustable
Pentagram size 10
Sterling Silver Celtic Knot
This wonderful ring
Stainless Steel Pentacle
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic
presents the image of a
Ring The pentacle is a five
knot ring. These knots are
dragon rearing back in an
pointed star inside a circle.
complete loops that have no
almost playful fashion, with
The five points represent
start or finish and are said
the dragon’s tail actually
the five elements; fire, air,
to represent our connection
forming the ring. Made of
water, earth, and spirit.
to everything,
sterling silver,
16.5mm width.

$22.95

$29.95

JRCK9

$18.95

JRDRAA

JRE32010

Pentagram size 11
Stainless Steel Pentacle
Ring The pentacle is a five
pointed star inside a circle.
The five points represent
the five elements; fire, air,
water, earth, and spirit.
16.5mm width.

Pentagram size 12
Stainless Steel Pentacle
Ring The pentacle is a five
pointed star inside a circle.
The five points represent
the five elements; fire, air,
water, earth, and spirit.
16.5mm width.

Pentagram size 13
Stainless Steel Pentacle
Ring The pentacle is a five
pointed star inside a circle.
The five points represent
the five elements; fire, air,
water, earth, and spirit.
16.5mm width.

$18.95

$18.95

$18.95

Pentagram size 8

JRE32011

Stainless Steel Pentacle
Ring The pentacle is a five
pointed star inside a circle.
The five points represent
the five elements; fire, air,
water, earth, and spirit.
16.5mm width.

$18.95

Pentagram size 9

Stainless Steel Pentacle
Ring The pentacle is a five
pointed star inside a circle.
The five points represent
the five elements; fire, air,
water, earth, and spirit.
16.5mm width.

$18.95

JRE3208

JRE32012

JRE32013

6mm Flat Hematite Rings (20/bag)
Worn for balance and
protection, and sometimes
charged for spellwork and
worn until they break,
hematite rings can be a
wonderful addition to your
magical craft.

$20.95

JRE3209

JRH116

3mm Hematite Rings (20/bag)
6mm Rounded Hematite Rings 20/bag
6mm Hematite rings 50/bag
Worn for balance and
Worn for balance and
Worn for balance and
protection, and sometimes
protection, and sometimes
protection, and sometimes
charged for spellwork and
charged for spellwork and
charged for spell work
worn until they break,
worn until they break,
and worn until they break,
hematite rings can be a
hematite rings can be a
hematite rings can be a
wonderful addition to your
wonderful addition to your
wonderful addition to your
magical craft.
magical craft.
magical craft. Assorted sizes

$13.95

$27.95

JRH20A

$23.95

JRH43A

JRH6

6mm Magnetic Hematite rings 50/bag
Rainbow Magnetic Hematite Faceted rings
Love Band size 10
Worn for balance and
This is a bag of 50 magnetic
Sterling Silver Love Ring.
protection, and sometimes
Rainbow Hematite rings
charged for spell work
with a faceted design. A
and worn until they break,
variety of sizes with each
hematite rings can be a
one being unique in colors.
wonderful addition to your
Feel calm and grounded
magical craft. Each ring is
with the vibration of this

$34.95
Love Band size 5

Sterling Silver Love Ring.

$15.95
Love Band size 8

Love Band size 6

JRLB8

Love Band size 9

JRLB6

Sterling Silver Love Ring.

$15.95

$15.95

JRHEMR

Sterling Silver Love Ring.

$15.95

JRLB5

Sterling Silver Love Ring.

$15.95

$101.95

JRH6M

JRLB9

Love Band size 7

JRLB10

Sterling Silver Love Ring.

$15.95

JRLB7

Copper Magnetic adjustable ring
Pure copper magnetic rings,
adjustable. Style our choice,
sold separately.

$6.95

JRMCOP
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Opalite (size 6-10) rings 25/bag
Pentagram Ring size 10
This is a bag of 25 Opalite
A size 10 pentagram ring,
rings in an assortment of
Symbol area measures
sizes. Opalite works with all
approx. 1/4”. Made from
the chakras and is of great
pewter.
benefit when dealing with
change. You will feel its
energies throughout the day

$69.95

$13.95

JROPA

Pentagram Ring size 11
A size 11 pentagram ring,
Symbol area measures
approx. 1/4”. Made from
pewter.

$13.95

JRP31410

JRP31411

Pentagram Ring size 12
A size 12 pentagram ring,
Symbol area measures
approx. 1/4”. Made from
pewter.

Pentagram Ring size 8
A size 8 pentagram ring,
Symbol area measures
approx. 1/4”. Made from
pewter.

Pentagram Ring size 9
A size 9 pentagram ring,
Symbol area measures
approx. 1/4”. Made from
pewter.

$13.95

$13.95

$13.95

Pentagram size 4

This delicate sterling silver
ring features a solid pentagram at its center, accented
by a spiraling rope design
that works down both sides
of the band. 5/8” across,
size 4.

$15.95
Pentagram size 7

JRP31412

JRPT7

This delicate ring features
a solid pentagram at its
center, accented by a spiraling rope design that works
down both sides of the
band. Size 5.

$15.95

JRPT4

This delicate ring features
a solid pentagram at its
center, accented by a spiraling rope design that works
down both sides of the
band. Size 7.

$15.95

Pentagram size 5

Pentagram size 8

JRP3148

JRPT8

Pentagram size 9

JRP3149

This delicate ring features
a solid pentagram at its
center, accented by a spiraling rope design that works
down both sides of the
band. Size 6.

$15.95

JRPT5

This delicate ring features
a solid pentagram at its
center, accented by a spiraling rope design that works
down both sides of the
band. Size 8.

$15.95

Pentagram size 6

JRPT6

This delicate ring features
a solid pentagram at its
center, accented by a spiraling rope design that works
down both sides of the
band. Size 9.

$15.95

JRPT9

Namaste size 10 sterling
Namaste size 11 sterling
Namaste size 5 sterling
Sterling Silver 4mm NaSterling Silver 4mm NaSterling Silver 4mm Namaste ring. Namaste is a
maste ring. Namaste is a
maste ring. Namaste is a
gesture of salutation and in
gesture of salutation and in
gesture of salutation and in
Hinduism means “I bow to
Hinduism means “I bow to
Hinduism means “I bow to
the divine in you”. Wearing
the divine in you”. Wearing
the divine in you”. Wearing
this ring lets people know
this ring lets people know
this ring lets people know
you honor the light in them.
you honor the light in them.
you honor the light in them.

$22.95

JRS041NA10

$22.95

JRS041NA11

$22.95

JRS041NA5

Namaste size 6 sterling
Namaste size 7 sterling
Namaste size 8 sterling
Sterling Silver 4mm NaSterling Silver 4mm NaSterling Silver 4mm Namaste ring. Namaste is a
maste ring. Namaste is a
maste ring. Namaste is a
gesture of salutation and in
gesture of salutation and in
gesture of salutation and in
Hinduism means “I bow to
Hinduism means “I bow to
Hinduism means “I bow to
the divine in you”. Wearing
the divine in you”. Wearing
the divine in you”. Wearing
this ring lets people know
this ring lets people know
this ring lets people know
you honor the light in them.
you honor the light in them.
you honor the light in them.

$22.95

JRS041NA6

$22.95

JRS041NA7

$22.95

JRS041NA8

Namaste size 9 sterling
Pentagram size 7 sterling
Pentagram size 8 sterling
Sterling Silver 4mm NaBeautiful in its simplicity,
Beautiful in its simplicity,
maste ring. Namaste is a
this double interwoven
this double interwoven
gesture of salutation and in
pentagram ring is made of
pentagram ring is made of
Hinduism means “I bow to
sterling silver. A delicate yet
sterling silver. A delicate yet
the divine in you”. Wearing
powerful addition to any
powerful addition to any
this ring lets people know
finger.
finger.
you honor the light in them.

$22.95

JRS041NA9

$17.95

JRS221L7

$17.95

JRS221L8
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Pentagram size 9 sterling
Malachite size 8 sterling
Malachite size 9 sterling
Beautiful in its simplicity,
This rings delicate and
This rings delicate and
this double interwoven
finely detailed design draws
finely detailed design draws
pentagram ring is made of
the eye into its centered
the eye into its centered
sterling silver. A delicate yet
synthetic Malachite stone.
synthetic Malachite stone.
powerful addition to any
Designs run across ½” of
Designs run across ½” of
finger.
this charming piece. Sterling
this charming piece. Sterling
Silver. Sizes may vary.
Silver. Sizes may vary.

$17.95

JRS221L9

$13.95

JRS2968

$13.95

JRS2969

Rainbow size 10 sterling
Rainbow size 8 sterling
Rainbow size 9 sterling
This smooth sterling silver
This smooth sterling silver
This smooth sterling silver
ring is stylized with an
ring is stylized with an
ring is stylized with an
embedded seven chakra colembedded seven chakra colembedded seven chakra colored rainbow. Nice weight
ored rainbow. Nice weight
ored rainbow. Nice weight
and feel at approximately
and feel at approximately
and feel at approximately
1/2cm width.
1/2cm width.
1/2cm width.

$48.95

JRS332RB10

Adjustable Snake Ring
A delightful piece of
sterling silver jewelry, this
fanciful ring presents the
image of a snake that coils
and twists its way around
your finger.

$29.95

JRSA

$48.95

JRS332RB8

$48.95

JRS332RB9

Pentagram Ring size 10
Pentagram Ring size 7
A size 10 pentagram ring,
A size 7 pentagram ring,
Symbol area measures apSymbol area measures approx. 1/4”. Made from solid
prox. 1/4”. Made from solid
brass plated in silver.
brass plated in silver.

$15.95

JRSB10

$15.95

JRSB4207

Pentagram Ring size 8
Pentagram Ring size 9
Celtic Tree size 7 sterling
A size 8 pentagram ring,
A size 9 pentagram ring,
Tree of life symbol is the
Symbol area measures apSymbol area measures apsymbol of change and transprox. 1/4”. Made from solid
prox. 1/4”. Made from solid
formation. Large oval Celtic
brass plated in silver.
brass plated in silver.
Tree of Life ring. Sterling
silver and 3/4” wide.

$15.95

JRSB4208

$15.95

JRSB9

$19.95

JRSCELT7

Dreamcatcher size 7 sterling
Flower of Life size 7 sterling
Stone adjustable ring (various)
Nice size sterling silver ring
Flower of life symbolizing
Beautiful pewter ring with
size 7. Design measures
the unity in all. Pretty dea stone set in the center of
3/4” across.
tailed flower of life design
the design.. Ring & stone
on this stylish ring. Sterling
design, shape, color and
silver size 7 and flower of
pattern a varied and yours
life measures 3/4” across.
will be chosen at random.
Sold individually. Adjust-

$15.95

JRSDRE7

$15.95

JRSFOL7

Tree of Life size 7 sterling
1 1/4” Angel Wing sterling
Beautiful delicate sterling
Know the angels are with
silver Tree of Life ring.
you wearing this beautiful
Great detail in this powerful
pendant. 1 1/4” long with
design. Size 7.
no cord. Stamped .925 sterling silver.

$15.95

JRSTOL7

$8.95

JSANGW

3/4” Butterfly sterling
3/4” Celtic Knot sterling
Change and tranformation
Pretty detail in this Celtic
will come easy wearing this
Knot design pendant. Meabeautiful butterfly. Measuring 3/4” x 1” with no
suring 3/4” Stamped .925
cord. Stamped .925 sterling
sterling silver.
silver.

$10.95

JSBUT

$11.95

JSCELK

$9.95

JRSTOA

1 1/4” Pair Angel Wings sterling
Angel wings pendant. Measuring 1 1/4” x 1” with no
cord. Stamped .925 sterling
silver.

$9.95

JSANGWP

15/16” Celtic Tree sterling
Large sterling silver Celtic
tree with great Celtic style
leaf design. Measuring
15/16” Stamped .925 sterling silver.

$24.95

JSCELT
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3/4” Claddah sterling
7/8” Dragonfly sterling
3/4” Dreamcatcher sterling
Sterling silver Claddah penPretty little dragonfly
Great dreamcatcher design
dant with great detail. 3/4”
pendant that symbolizes
in this sterling silver penx 1” Stamped .925 sterling
change, transformation and
dant. Nice detail with the
silver.
understanding the deeper
center of the dreamcatcher.
meaning of life. 7/8” x 1”
Stamped .925 sterling silver.
with no cord. Stamped .925
sterling silver.

$10.95

JSCLA

$15.95

JSDRA

$20.95

JSDRE

Selenite w Kyanite
Selenite w Tourmaline
1 1/4” Fatima Hand sterling
Selenite pendant with a
Beautiful, powerful selenite
Large Fatima hand pendant
piece of Kyanite down the
pendant with black tourmawith great detail. Fatima
front. Super energy healline. Made in India and each
hand is a symbol of feminity
ing pendant. Each piece is
one is unique in size and
that offers protection to the
unique in size and shape
shape.
wearer. Measuring 1 1/4”
with silver toned hardware.
x 1” with no cord. Stamped
.925 sterling silver.

$10.95

JSELK

$10.95

JSELT

1” Fatima Hand with Protection sterling
3/4” Flower of Life sterling
Wear this Fatima hand for
Great detail in this Flower
protection and beauty. This
of Life pendant. 3/4” x 1
symbol also represents
with no cord. Stamped .925
feminity. 1” x 1” pendant
sterling silver.
with no cord. Stamped .925
sterling silver.

$10.95
Goddess Scrying

JSFATHP

$14.95

JSFOL

$15.95

JSFATH

3/4” Flower of Life Dreamcatcher sterling
Sterling silver Flower of
Life dreamcatcher pendant.
Hangs an 1 1/2” Stamped
.925 sterling silver.

$21.95

JSFOLD

7/8” Heart sterling
5/8” Infinity sterling
Worn to increase psychic
Perfect sterling silver heart
Beautiful pendant with the
abilities and strength your
pendant. Unique design in
Infinity symbol, sybolizing
ties with the feminine dithis simple stylish piece.
eternity and everlasting
vine, this beautiful pendant
7/8” wide with a 1” length.
love. 5/8” x 1” no cord.
features a moon goddess
Stamped .925 sterling silver.
design capped with black
onyx. No cord. 1 1/4”

$43.95

JSGOD

$13.95

JSHEA

3/4” Infinity Heart sterling
Heart pendant with an
infinity symbol intwined
in the heart. The infinity
symbol represents eternity
and everlasting love 3/4”
x 1” no cord. Stamped .925
sterling silver.

1/2” Celtic Tree locket sterling
Small perfect Celtic Tree
locket. 1/2” x 1” sterling
silver and ready for your
special picture. Stamped
.925 sterling silver.

$10.95

$19.95

JSINFH

JSLCELT

3/4” Tree Heart locket sterling
11/16” Love Angel sterling
Beautiful tree design adorns
Sweet sterling silver Angel
the center of this heart lockpendant. Perfect size with
et. Sterling silver with opengreat protection. No cord
ing to place a special picture
11/16” x 1” Stamped .925
in. 3/4” x 1”. Stamped .925
sterling silver.
sterling silver.

$22.95

JSLHEA

$8.95

JSLOVA

7/8” Owl sterling
Angel wing pendant with angelite bead
Adorable light weight
Angelite helps to connect
sterling silver owl. Wear the
you to Angels and your
wisdom of owls. 7/8” x 1”
passed loved ones in spirit.
Stamped .925 sterling silver.
It soothes grief and calms
anger. Pendant is made
with a Genuine Angelite
bead and silver plated

$10.95

JSOWL

$14.95

JSPANGWA

$5.95

JSINF

3/4” Flower of Life locket sterling
Pretty sterling silver locket
with an area for your favorite picture. Flower of
Life reminds us of the unity
of everything. Measuring
3/4”. Stamped .925 sterling
silver.

$25.95

JSLFOL

3/4” Tree of Life locket sterling
Very pretty sterling silver
Tree of Life locket symbolizing a fresh start and positive
energy . Great detail and
ready for your favorite
picture. 3/4” x 1” Stamped
.925 sterling silver.

$25.95

JSLTOL

Arrowhead pendant with hematite bead
Hematite is a grounding
stone that brings strength
and courage. It helps anxiety, panic attacks, insomnia,
and travel sickness. Pendant
is made with a Genuine
Hematite bead and silver

$14.95

JSPARRH
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Butterfly pendant with amethyst bead
7/8” Pentagram sterling
Just like the butterfly, AmLarge simple sterling silver
ethyst helps with change
pentagram pendant. 7/8”
and moving forward. It
x 1” no cord. Stamped .925
brings protection and balsterling silver.
ance. Pendant is made with
a genuine Amethyst bead
and silver plated butterfly

$14.95

JSPBUTA

$12.95

JSPEN1

Feather pendant with black onyx bead
Black Onyx supports us
during difficult times, keeps
us protected and helps us
feel at ease in our surroundings. Pendant is made
with a genuine Black Onyx
Faceted bead with silver

$14.95

JSPFEAOB

Leaf pendant with green aventurine bead
Lotus pendant with rose quartz bead
Owl pendant with moonstone bead
Green Aventurine is great
Rose Quartz is the stone
Moonstone, just like the
for motivation, creativity
of unconditional love. It
Owl, brings inner wisdom.
and inspiration. It wards
helps aches and pains, fears,
It boosts and strengthens
away negativity from others
forgiveness, grief and guilt.
your intuition and keeps
and protects, calms and
Pendant is made with a
you protected when travelsoothes your emotions.
Genuine Rose Quartz bead
ing. Pendant is made with
Pendant is made with a
and silver plated lotus
a genuine Moonstone

$14.95

JSPLEAAG

$14.95

JSPLOTRQ

Peace pendant with amazonite bead
Star pendant with sodalite bead
Amazonite’s gentle energy
Sodalite is excellent for
soothes and calms stress
ideas and endurance. It
and a troubled mind and
helps high blood pressure,
fills your life with a sense
insomnia and balances
of peace. Pendant is made
and aligns your third eye
with a genuine Amazonite
chakra. Pendant is made
bead and silver plated peace
with a Genuine Sodalite

$14.95

JSPPEAA

$14.95

JSPSTAS

$14.95

JSPOWLM

Sun pendant with citrine bead
Citrine like the sun brings
new beginnings. It is a stone
of abundance and wealth
and helps all of our relationships. Pendant is made from
Genuine Citrine bead and
silver plated sun charm.

$14.95

JSPSUNC

5/8” Tree of Life sterling
5/8” Triquetra sterling
5/8” Trinity Spiral sterling
Small sweet oval Tree of
Triquetra an ancient symbol
Simple Trinity Spiral
Life symbolizing a fresh
holding the idea of God,
representing the journey
start in life. Feel grounded
Son, and Holy Spirit. Simple
and changes in life. Sterling
wearing this delicate piece.
sterling silver pendant with
silver pendant. 5/8” x 1” no
Stamped .925 sterling silver.
a Triquetra. 5/8” x 3/4” no
cord. Stamped .925 sterling
cord. Stamped .925 sterling
silver.
silver.

$9.95

JSTOL

$9.95

JSTRI

$11.95

JSTRIS

Tetragrammaton pewter
Norse Thor’s Hammer
Thor’s Hammer pewter
The tetragrammaton blends
This splendid, heavy weight
Thor’s hammer Mjollnir, the
the four worlds of creation,
pewter slider pendant, is
famed weapon and symbol
the four elements, the
sculpted into the shape of
of the Norse God of Thunfour archangels, the four
Thor’s Hammer, decorated
der with knot work and
cardinal directions and the
with scrollwork on both
stone embellishments. Stone
four letters in the name of
sides. 1” tall & wide, has
color randomly chosen. Has
God. No cord. 3/4”. Made
cord. Made in USA.
cord. Pewter. 2” x 1 1/4”

$7.95
Thor’s Hammer

JT222

$7.95

JT2272

$13.95

JT549

Thor’s Hammer bracelet
Amethyst tumbled
A simple but powerful form
An absolutely stunning
Known for its rich purple
of Thor’s Hammer disand powerful bracelet. Two
coloring and numerous
playing a more broad axe
dragons with bodies twined
healing properties, includshaped head with a simple
into a Celtic knot set upon
ing the ability to heal headCeltic knot on the handle
this Thor’s Hammer. Adaches, balance moods, and
and ropes binding the haft.
justable 6 position. Pewter
improve psychic abilities.
Has Cord. Titanium. 1 1/2”.
& Genuine Leather. Band
No cord. 1/2-3/4”

$25.95

JT653

$57.95

JTA98

$5.95

JTAME

Aquamarine tumbled
Black Tourmaline tumbled
Carnelian tumbled
Aquamarine tumbled as a
Black tourmaline is a stone
Said to be great for helping
pendant has a hint of color
that is said to help repel
to sort out difficult decisions
like light jade or moonnegativity, helping to bring
that have to be made, Carstone. Each is an individual
good luck and protection to
nelian is a potent stone that
shape with a full metal cap
those who wear the beautienergizes personal power
and loop to accommodate
ful, glossy black tumbled
and can help reveal hidmost chain or cord. 3/4”.
stone. No cord. 1/2-3/4”
den talents. This tumbled

$6.95

JTAQU

$5.95

JTBT

$5.95

JTCAR
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With a small silver bail
bringing to life its natural
gold tones, this pendant has
been created from a beautifully tumbled citrine crystal
encased in resin. No cord.
1/2-3/4” (heat treated).

$4.95

Thor’s Magiska

$5.95

JTCIT

Thor’s Hammer w/ Celtic Knotwork
This large Thor’s Hammer
pendant is a formidable
representation of the old
faith of the Norse people.
Has cord. 1 1/2” x 1 1/2”.
Made in USA.

$7.95

Emerald tumbled
Highly valued both within
jewelry and the spiritual
communities, emerald is a
beautiful green stone. Here
we find it only a step away
from the raw stone, tumbled to a glistening gloss

Garnet tumbled

Garnet can be nearly black,
brown, all. the way to
crimson red. These dark
tumbled garnets show hits
of red through the dark
stone. Each pendant is individual with full metal cap

$5.95

JTEME

JTGAR

Amber Dragon Thor’s Hammer
Triple Goddess choker
A classic, ornate and highly
Triple Goddess choker,
intricate pagan amulet of
design by Alchemy of Engpower and protection, fit
land, extraordinary design
for a high ranking Saxon
for extraordinary individuor Viking leader/warlord.
als. The attractive Triple
The head of a dragon bites
Goddess choker, is adorned
the chain and the Celtic
with a moonstone at center

$57.95

JTHOR

$37.95

JTP728

JTP810

Tres Lunae necklace
Rose Quartz tumbled
Mjolnir, Thor’s hammer,
A delicate semi-circlet of
Each of these pendants is
a sickle and a firesteel,
thrice and the powers of
composed of a tumbled rose
(protection, food and fire),
the sacred Triple Goddess.
quartz, affixed to a silvereverything a Viking would
A necklace made of three
tone setting and a large bail,
need to survive. A talisinterlinked, pewter cut-out
creating a unique piece of
man of survival! A pewter
triple moons, the center one
jewelry perfect for your colreplica of a primitive, pagan
polished pewter set with a
lection. No cord. 1/2-3/4”

$38.95

$60.95

JTP856

$4.95

JTP877

JTRQ

Sodalite tumbled
Amethyst untumbled
Black Tourmaline untumbled
Sodalite as a tumbled gem
Amethyst has long been
Black Tourmaline is the
pendant displays the dark
prized for its beautiful apmost common form of
variations of blue with the
pearance and positive enertourmaline and gets its deep
intermittent white dots or
getic and spiritual qualities.
black coloring from the high
veins. Each has a full metal
No cord. 1/2-3/4”
concentration of iron in its
cap and large loop fits most
makeup. No cord. 1/2-3/4”
chains or cords. Sizes 5/8”

$5.95

$7.95

JTSOD

$10.95

JUAME

Citrine untumbled
Selenite untumbled
Voodoo Doll
Citrine is a beautiful crystal,
Wear this selenite pendant
popular in jewelry and said
to receive its high vibrationto help energize those who
al energies throughout the
wear it. Here the raw stone
day. Selenite has so many
is set upon a large bail to
great benefits packed into
create a beautiful pendant.
this powerful piece. Keep
No cord. 1/2-3/4” (heat
your chakras clean and clear

$6.95

$6.95

JWBTOU

Woman Facing Moon
This elegant necklace
presents a nubile woman,
sitting astride the man in
the moon, all beautifully
sculpted of sterling silver.
No cord. 3/4” x 5/8”

$21.95

$5.95

JUCIT

Black Tourmaline wire wrapped
An untumbled Black
Tourmaline crystal point
wrapped with wire which
forms a secure bail for
stringing on you favorite
chain or cord. Black Tourmaline, Pewter. No cord.

JWOMF

Witch’s Brew

Crafted of pewter, this
delightful pendant embraces the classical image of
a witch stirring a cauldron,
complete with her feline familiar. Has cord. 2”. Made
in USA.

$7.95

JWITB

Of ancient European origin,
the traditional Folk Magic
way to destroy a witch’s
power; and with the aid of
a grimoire, inflict precision
injury upon those against
them... An antiqued pewter

$44.95

JUSEL
Witches Spell

JUBT

JVP769

The Witches Spell pendant
depicts double pentagrams
within its center, and a wide
circle on its exterior, engraved with witches’ runes.
No cord. 1 1/4”

$15.95

JWITS

1” Wiccan Elemental Pentagram
Amethyst Wire Wrapped Point
The Wiccan pentacle repreAmethyst is thought to
senting the five elements,
stimulate the right-brain
the five senses and the five
activity and psychic intupoints of the sacred human
ition. Beautiful within the
body, and conjoined within
simplicity of its design, this
the circle of the universe.
pendant is approximately
A fine, lightweight pewter
1 3/8” and does not come

$25.95

JWP786

$4.95

JWPAME
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Black Obsidian Wire Wrapped
Fluorite Wire Wrapped point
Green Aventurine Wire Wrapped Point
Obsidian is a grounding
Fluorite is a highly protecGreen Aventurine is the
and centering stone. A
tive, stabilizing stone, useful
growth crystal as well as
beautiful pendant with a
for grounding, harmonizaiding in nurturing new
simple point wrapped with
ing, and intuition. This fluorelationships or business
pewter wire. 1 3/8” long
rite Wire wrapped pendant
adventures. A polished
and does not come with
is a simple yet powerful depoint of Green Aventurine
chain or cord. Sizes may
sign. Approximately 1 3/8”
wrapped with pewter wire

$4.95

JWPBO

$5.95

JWPFLU

$4.95

JWPGA

Hematite Wire Wrapped Point
Red Jasper Wire Wrapped Point
Blue Onyx Wire Wrapped Point
Hematite is said to be a
Red Jasper is known to be
Blue Onyx stone is known
powerful stone and can be
a powerful stone of protecto increase happiness and
worn to aid in grounding,
tion, courage and wisdom.
contentment in your life.
stabilizing and helps with
Wire wrapped Red Jasper
May be a great aid in intufocus. Wire wrapped simple
point approximately 1 3/8”.
ition and changing of bad
design. Does not include
Does not include chain or
habits. This Blue Onyx point
chain/cord. 1 3/8” long.
cord.
pendant is wire wrapped

$4.95

JWPHEM

$4.95

JWPJASR

Pyrite Wire Wrapped Point
Quartz Wire Wrapped Point
Sometimes referred to
Quartz is know as a master
as fools gold, pyrite can
clearer and is said to be a
be used to help manifest
powerful stone that can
wealth or to hide existing
amplify any energy or
money and property from
intention. A clear and polothers. Wire wrapped Pyrite
ished quartz crystal point
point that is approximately
wrapped in pewter wire.

$4.95

JWPPYR

$4.95

JWPQZ

$4.95

JWPOB

Rose Quartz Wire Wrapped Point
Rose quartz is one of the
most important gemstones
and has been said to open
the heart chakra to unconditional love. Wire wrapped
with a simple yet powerful design. Approximately

$4.95

JWPRQ

Tiger Eye Wire Wrapped Point
Sandalwood Prayer Mala 2mm
Sandalwood Prayer Mala 3.5mm
Tiger’s eye has been known
This prayer mala has been
Carved of sandalwood, this
to be a powerful crystal that
crafted with small sandalprayer mala is intended to
may aid in manifesting
wood beads. Count them in
be held in one hand while
willpower, confidence, and
rhythm with your breathing
one speaks a prayer, or
good fortune. This Tiger’s
to aid in your meditations,
mantra. 3.5mm beads. 22”
Eye point is wrapped in
or in your prayer rituals.
wire and approximately 1
2mm beads. 17”

$4.95

JWPTE

$5.95

RM774

$9.95

RM776

Amethyst Mala 5.5mm
Red Sandalwood Mala 7mm
A prayer mala made of polIntended for ritual prayer,
ished amethyst beads and
these prayer Mala beads
joined and ended in a tassel.
have been carved of red
5.5mm beads 36”
sandalwood to form 7mm
beads. 34”

$34.95

RMAME

$18.95

RMRS10
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